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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF' THE STUDY 
INTRODUCTION 
There seems to be a developing sensitivity among writers of 
-----~religious education- curriculum that the church must be life- and person-
aff'inning • realistic • posi.ti ve, and a change-oriented institution if .it 
is to have any positive effect on or influence in people's lives. This 
orientation and sensitivity toward persons must be reflected in the 
curriculum if it is to continue as a major resource of the church. 
A vital part of our Judeo-Christian heritage is the strong 
affirmation of personhood through the acceptance of people as they are, 
whether or not they reflect societal norms. God's loving acceptance of 
people is central to the Gospel and is an example and a mandate to 
God's people. 
The attack on the church's abdication of its role in affinning 
personhood has recently been waged more urgently by minorities and 
women. llo institution, group, or organization is illlillune from the new 
scl·utiny of materials used in public and church education. 
One of the functions of literature, of which curriculum is one 
genre • is to illuminate the times in which '\>Te live. Therefore, the 
evaJ.uati.on of curriculum must be made from the standpoint of examining 




STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
An analysis of the United Methodist ~~urch kindergarten curricu-
lum has been made in this thesis in an attempt to determine to what 
extent the curricul\m affirms persoxmood. The study is limited to six 
years of kindergarten curriculum• fall 1967 through summer 1973. 
·-.t,i'>· .··.•.:~ ;·.,: ... ' \·"0." .. . -t,. 
~-.. 
OBJECTIVES 
'lhe :t'irst objective is to examine the currj.culum to discover the 
·extent of affirmation of personhood in general. 
The second objective is to determine significant trends or 
changes over a. six-year period of curriculum surveyed in terms of 
affirmation of personhood, 
The third objective is the recommendation o~ further changes in 
the curriculum so that it is more affirming of personhood. 
PROCEDURES, METHODS, .AND TECHNIQUES 
The first procedure was the development of criteria which could 
be used as the basis for evaluating the curriculum from the standpoint 
of af'firma·don of personhood, 'l'his was done by reading a variety of 
research re1wrts and evaluating them in terms of how their c:ri tel·ia 
could be applied a~ criteria for affirmation of pers~nhood. From these 
criteria, two checklists of characteristics were established: one for 
the curricul\tm' s written material and another for its illustrations. 
A sampling was made using the s:pring 1970 United Methodist Church 
kindergarten unit to assure the validity of the criteria. being used. 
Pro'blema vere found and the crHeria wr.:re revised. Chapter 5 deals with 
3 
sampling and revision of the checklists of criteria in detail. To expe-
dite the research, a stratified random sample was used. The rationale 
for using a random sample was that a smaller number of chapters could 
then be representative of the total bo~ of material. Each year of the 
kindergarten curriculum has four m1its, each consisting of thirteen 
chapters, or 312 chapters total, Two chapters out of each of the twenty-
four units were considered enough for a valid research sample, making a 
---totai of -rorty-eiglit -cn:apters 1·esearched. T'ne sample size dete1·mined 9 
eac~ ·of the 312 chapters was numbered consecutively from 001 to 312. A 
"Random Sampling Numbers" chart 1 which consists of columns of digits 
which the researcher joins together • was used a.s a means of determining 
which chapters would be a part of this study, The numbers used were all 
three-digit, determi.ned by the number of digits in the highest chapter 
number, 312. The starting point was determined by random placement of a 
p~ncil point, \fuere the point made contact with the paper was the first 
digit of the first number. The second three digits made up the next 
numbert Each number that was the same as one in the chapter's number 
listing was marked down • and that chapter was included in the research 
sample, When a unit came up with more than the allotted two chapters, 
numbers were deleted, using a random deleting process. 'l.hese two 
processes continued until each unit was represented by two chapters in, 
·the research sample. 
'l'he chapters selected by the above process were read, Using a 
ta.llylng checklist of criteria.. the researche:i.· looked for affirmation of 
personhood, realizing that the curriculum is designed to ~~VtJoE person-
-
hood, but believing part of this process of development is done by 
affirmation, 
4 
'lhe reading completed, a compilation of the checklist criteria 
was made. The data were initially tallied by chapters. These data were 
then grouped by units, years, and cycles. The data for the take-home 
papers and the preferred audio-visual resources were respectively 
totalled. 
Curriculum was analyzed to see to what extent it affi11ned person-
· hood as well as to determine if significant trends or changes in 
affirming personhood could be- seen during the six-year period of curricu..; 
···· · · ltun. ~tudied. This was done by seeing if there were significant changes 
in categories. A comparison of pupil cycle data with the 1970 United 
States census was another determiner of affirmation in the curriculum. 
Analysis of the data resulted in numerous conclusions. On the 
basis of the data., changes that should be made which would make the 
curriculum more affirming of personhood 'ITere located• described, and 
recommendations made for changes. Chapter 6 includes the analysis of 
the procedures used in this study 1 conclusions made from the st;udy data, 
and reconnnendations for curricul'lllll revision so the curricUlum is more 
affirming of personhood. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Affirmation. As used in this study, affirmation is a positive, -
opene understanding• and accepting response to individuals as they are$ 
This response says one accepts the reality of non-idealized people~ their 
diversity, their weaknesses, their strengths, and their potentialities 
which can be realized in endless possibilities. 
·CUrriculum. CUrriculum usually means the room environment, the 
~ ............. -... 
teacher 1 s persona.J.i ty, attitude, experience, and methods • and a.ll the 
written and visual resources used in the teaching situation. For this 
thesis, a. more lilnited definition is used. Curriculum will mean the 
United Methodist Church prepared materials which are a. teacher book, a 
pupil book, a teaching packet which includes pictures • reproductions of 
paint:f.ngs ~ charts, murals • cut-out figures, soundsheets {records), and 
gwmes, a t~~e-home paper, and a preferred audio-visual resource. 
£):9le ~ A cycle is the period of time it takes to complete an 
5 
--:-ent1re-c6l.l.i·se-ofunits without repeating ar.y one unit. Tne length ot the -
cycle is dependent on the age grouping of the children being taught. · In 
United Methodist Church curriculum there are t-vTo cycle·s. On.e is a two-
yea:r cycle 1 the other a three-year. The preschool curricula are not as 
rigidly defined in cycles, as are the elementary materials. The nursery 
~d kindergarten C\Wricula are each basically eight units, fonning a two-
year cycle. 
~n Currie~. For this study, hidden curriculum means the 
unconscious, implicit content which underlies and undermines the inten-
tional, explicit content of the curriculum. 
D,;t .. ust~!i:t.ion(s ~. For this thesis, illustration(s) refers to the 
non-written, -spoken, or -sung material in the curriculum. Included are 
matching games, charts, photographs, artist-drawn pictures, reproductions 
of famous art and photographs lj.ned for use as picture puzzles. Though 
there are written portions to some of these items, these written portions 
are not. considered part of the illustration(s) for thi.s study. 
· Personhood. Due to the recent development and usage of the word. --
"personhood," it is not found in lealUng dictionaries and texts. Since 
there are no authoritative sources on the word, the definition of person-
hoqd in thi.s thesis is that of the researcher. Personhood is the 
6 
physical, mental; emotional', and spiritual qualities of a person that 
constitute the essence of a unique individual, Personhood is both a 
static and a dynamic quality, as one's personhood ks at the same time it 
is developing. 
Preferred Audio-Visual. A preferred audio-visual is the resource - -
a unit's author feels is the best enrichment for that unit. Other audio--
visual resources are recommended for each unit, but only one is the 
Unit. A unit consists of all the curriculum materials for a -
given quarter, which is one-f'ourth of the church school year. Each unit 
has a unique theme and is one part of a cycle. 
SCOPE OF ~~ S'ruDY 
~1is study was confined to six years of the United Methodist 
Church kindergarten curriculum. The period covered in the research was 
fall 1967 through summer 1973. It included three entire cycles, an 
adequate span to reflect. changes in the curriculum. The research used 
as ma.ny of' the resources per unit a.s could be obtained. 
For each unit there was a teacher book, a pupil book, take-home 
papers~ a teaching packet, a preferred a.dult book• a preferred pupil 
book, and, for same units, a preferred audio-visual resource. 
Teacher data included material from the teacher book and the 
teaching packet. Only the portion of the teaching packet leader's guide 
pertinent to the research chapters was used in the data. Material called 
"Guidelines" or other article references were not "!lsed as they were 
present in only six of the forty-eight chapters used, Material for addi~ 
tiona.l sessions was included, as were the activities suggested for the 
7 
chapter. Songs 1 if not in the pup:f.l book • were included with the 
teacher data. 
Parent resources were sparse, Included in this category were 
written materials found in the pupil books. No illustrations accompanied 
th:f.s part of the material. Parent resources also included the parent 
charts. There "rere t"ro or three parent charts in the teaching packets 
for some of the units. These charts were to be posted for parental 
guidance for a specific part of the unit. For the forty-eight chapters 
.... "" rese"arched, twenty chapters had .no charts. Of the remaining twenty-eight 
chapters • charts were not available for fourteen. As a result., parent 
illustrations were very meager, there being none for years one, four, 
five, and six, and none for cycle three. 
'n.1e parent sect:i.ons in the take-home papers were considered 
sepru:-ately as only two of these papers corresponded with chapters in the 
research sample. 
Parent data were combined with the teacher data for analysis as 
the limited amom1t of p~ent data did not seem significant by itself. 
This combination was logical as (l) parents are also teachers, and (2) 
both teacher and parent materials were mostly written, heavily instruc-· 
tional• and included fewer pictures than pupil mat€!rials. 
Songs appear in five places in the curricul\m: teacher book, 
pupil book• take-home paper, and a songbook or record in the teaching 
packet. So data "roUld not be duplicated, songs for each chapter were 
included in the pup:U data. if the music appeared in the pupil book. vlhen 
the songs were not in the pupil.book• they were included in the teacher 
data. 
Resources from past units were not readily available for research 
8 
so data were confined to material in the unit's resources only. 
The take-home papers which are distributed to pupils were almost 
impossible to locate so they were arbitrarily excluded from the unit 
survey of materials and regarded separately. The papers used spanned 
March 1972 'through August 1973. 
The preferred audio-visuals were also regarded separately stnce 
they only accompanied units for the years 1970 through 1973. 
----------- ---
Contacts with local United-Methodist Churches suggested 
··.... ·.preferred books for both ao.ults and pupils '\lrere not very widely used. 
The Board of Discipleship, Section on Curriculum Resources, of the United 
Methodist Church was contacted to s-ee if figures '\ITere available for the 
amount of sales of preferred books compared to the number of churches 
using the curriculum. The sales figures were not available for a single 
e.ge grouP""-only· as a figure for preferred books• both adult and pupil, 
for all curricula, Nm~sery II through Elementary VI, which would include 
sixteen or seventeen books. 
'F'or the year 1972-73, the preferred books sales ranged from 7,000 
to 12,500 compared to teacher book circulation of 121,000 to 168,000. 
This shows 6 to 8 percent usage for the preferred books compared to the 
teacher book. On the basis of this low percentage, both the adult and 
pupil preferred books were excluded from the research.l 
........ J I .IIE:J ll! 
lBased on persona.l correspondence with Annella Creech, F..d.i tor of 
the Kindergarten CUrriculum., Section on Curriculum Resources, Board of 
Disdpleship • United Methodist Church 11 Nashville, February 26 t 197 4. 
. ·'' ~ . : . 
( 
Chapter 2 
IlEVIEW OF THE LITERATUilE 
RACISM AND SEXISM IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CURRICULA 
'.I.'here is an increasing amount of research in the area of aff:i.rma.-
bee~ done in public education curricula, with emphasis on textbook 
surveys. The research was couched in terms such as "sexlsm," "ageism, 11 
"racism," and "stereotyping," but it seemed the researchers were looking 
for positive portrayals and descriptions of people and their potentiali-
ties, as affinna.tion of personhood. 
Paralleling tbe publ:i.c school curricula. surveys has been an 
inc1~eased interest in researching religious education curricula to see if 
the materials communicate the Gospel message of loving acceptance of all 
peoplee regardless of race, national origin, sex, age, beliefs, class, or 
location. These studies were not as plentiful, nor as comprehensive as 
those on public education curricula, but indicate an awareness of the 
necessity of constant evaluation to insure that the message which the 
church communtcates is the Gospel of accepting love. --
"Fun ;d th Di.ck and Jane, "2 an article by Dian a L. Beach, was the 
:t'il·st reference found to religious education curricula research in the 
-- e 
2Diana Lee Bea.ch, "Fun with Dick and J·ane," S ectrum: Interna-




area of peroonhood affirmation. This was basically a capsulation of her 
study • §_ex_ Ro1,2 Stereot~ping in Church SchocH ~ricula, 3 '\-Thich was a 
study of the Episcopal Seabury Series and the Covenant Life Curriculum, 
used by the Associate Reformed Presbyterian Chu~ch, Cumberland Presby-
terian Church • Moravian Church in America, Presbyterian Church in the 
United States, and Reformed Church in .America, with the Evangelical 
Covenant C.'hurch of .America as an fi.'"f'Of''.i:'l·fo.te·:.,denom:t'nation. 4 
In her study • -Beach looked at ·theological and Bibli.ca.l concerns 
.... · · and._church history. From that foundation, she went on to discuss the 
kind of non-affirming images the curricula contained. Her findings are 
impo1~ant to this thesis. 
Beach found that the curricula did not reflect the prominent 
place women had in the New Testament and.,the Christian community. " ••• In 
the New Testament especially the general image of women is much exalted 
from the status usually accorded them in Palestinian life. n5 The few 
women used in the curricula were either women "explicitly connected by 
these authors with sexual wickedness" or women "portrayed as passive, 
obedient, humblet waiting, acted upon--" an image not supported by the 
Gospels,6 Women in church history were no better represented. Many 
women could. have been mentioned, but females were left '\-Tith. no historical 
models to linlt them personally with their faith. 7 
The greatest impact of the curricula were the stories and 
pictures that dealt •Nith contemporary life • as these materials were the 
-k:M'P1 
3Dinna Lee Beach, ~x . Role,..§~ereotuine in CJ1.!:£:ch p_£hool_f!;!rric-
ula (Richmond • Va.: John Knox Press for Join·t Educational Development • 
i9f2). lvlimeographed. 
4n h " ea.c • P• .... 5neach, p. 3. 6Beach• p. 4. 7neach, p. 5. 
ll 
major portion of the curricula studied by Beach. MOst of the materials 
were written by women, yet were male-oriented and reflected inadequate 
roles for both sexes at all ages. 8 
Play activities of boys and girls fell into stereotyped 
patterns. Strict role separations seemed to be elevated to the lev·el of 
principle in the teaching guides,9 
Not only were activities segregated, boys and girls were shown 
-------with -very- diffel~ent -mental, emotional t and social orientation a.1.d inter= 
.~~ .. ' actions. Tnere was no instance of boys wanting to join girls' activi-
ties. There were many occurrences of boys making remarks about girls 
that indicated a superior male attitude,lO Boys even resorted to down-
grading girls in situations where the boys felt inadequate. 11 
Po:r.tro..ya.l of the "typical" family was not changed. Father went 
to 'K"Orkt mother was a housewife, brother \Tas older than sister. Brother 
was involved with activities while sister helped mother. Constantly 
confronted with this j.mage of a .family, children can fear something is 
terribly wrong if their .family is not the same. 
When the stories dealt with the home, mother ~•as the central 
fih~e. · Mother expressed her love by doing domestic work and being 
constantly present for those she loved. This model of. motherhood does 
not affirm women who have lives of their own and need time for their 
i.nterests and activities. 
Workj,ng women, despite being 51.9 percent of the working force, 
received almost no attention in these curricula. If working mothers 
did appear 1 it was usually apparent it was a hardship circumstance, 
I' Sf ... 
8Beach, P• 6. 9Bea.ch ~ P• 7. 10 Beach, P• 9. 11Beach, p. 10. 
12 
The imago of' adults in the curricula is important f'or it gives 
pupils an idea of what they can become. The model for the girls in these 
C\u·ricul.a was either a mother as a homemaker or a ll,p&l.e working woman. 12 
Fathers went off to work, but not much was said about what the work was, 
so boys got the idea their own lives were outside the home but no clear 
picture as to what that meant. 13 Women's roles in the church were only 
.. 4 
in subordinate positions. Women in public were shown in the be~kground. 1 
l-bst WOmen in- the curricula were Shown either eXClusiVely in the-
··" · · · home. or in a i'ffi·T traditional professions. The authors of the curricula. 
were almost all vrorking WCJmen. The non-affirmation of personhood was 
conveyed by women whose own lives do not comply with the images they 
presented in the curricula they wrote. This "is an indication of how 
deeply these images are imbedded in our culture."l5 
Tne rest of Beach's study dealt with recommendations for change 
to make the curricula affirming of' personhood. 
John Westerhoff, in "A Changing Focus: Toward an Understanding 
of Religious Socialization," discussed the research of Bernhard Olson on 
church school curriculum and anti-Semitism. The study documented that 
when writers set out to deliberately teach about other groups, they did 
quite well.. Prejudicial teaching (hidden curriculum) occurred in the 
implicit anti.;.Semitism vThen lessons dealt with the crucifix:i.on and the 
Pharisees. 16 
12neach, p. 15. 
l5:aeach, P• 16. 
13 4 Beach, P• l • 14 Beach, p. 15. 
1.6 J'ohn H. Westerhoff' III, "A Changing Focus: 'l'c.ward an· Under-
a tanding of Religious Socialization," .{!.ndover...!1!;Lton Sll~~JL~ 14:2: 
llB ... l29• November 1 1973. 
In one of his books, Westerhoff made a statement about studies 
of church curricula findings: 
Studies on prejudice and sexism in Protestant church 
school curriculum revealed that when the curriculum was con-
sciously dealing with the relationships between people and 
male/female roles, it came off pretty well; but throughout the 
rest of the curriculum prejudices and sexism were discovered. 
The expressed and hidden curriculum differed--the hidden was 
more powerful, And thus 9 in the long run, what was actually 
learned was the opposite of what we intended to teach.l7 
'l'he importance of language in curriculum was reinforced by a 
statement of Gwen K. Neville in Generation to Generation. The context --==== ua:a uew:usl 
13 
was dealing vri th language used in religious ceremony • but it seems very 
., 
applicable to written curriculum • 
• • • the little girl is learning from the ~ 
used by the religious community. This is a language in which 
all references to the deity are. couched. in male pronouns and 
. in which the hymns e.ll refer blata.."ltly to G'hristian soldiers 
or to men of God~ verbally codifying the little girl's reality 
into a cognitive set which classifies her ~of any meaning-
ful participation. She is also exposed to word and picture 
language in Sunday school curricula in \·Thich boys are active 
and assertive in doin~8interesting things and girls sit by and watch out of 'dndO'..rs. ' . 
Westerhoff listed the "other" aspects of the resources that 
reinforced the negatives writers tried to overcome in particular 
lessons 1 
••• For example, a patriarchal image of God and a 
constant reference to man and he, few stories of women as 
persons of faith; men and women always in restricted roles 
such e~ men going to work or participating on the Board of 
1Tustees and women as mothers or acting on the flower commit-
tee; men or boys generally shown as active, brave 0 useful, 
shaping their environment and happy in their world; and \.ramen 
~-·-----~~-p-·--~----
17John H. Westerhoff III (ed.), A~bt on Christian Education 
(Philadelphia: United Church Press, 1972), p. E-:· 
18John H. Westerhoff III and Gwen Kennedy Neville, Generat:l.on to 
Generation (Phi.ladelphia: United Church Press • 1974} • p. i3lf.'-"' . .. 
•• n=:ere ;Ill ,.,....__., 
~~----- ------
or girls portrayed as passive, powerless, waiting, needing help, 
watching the action and often unhappy •••• 19 
Betty Foxley, in "Children's Curriculum and Racist Attitudes," 
used R. W, Terry's model of a ~111 human being--self-determined, 
respected individual who was a participant in a pluralistic society--as 
14 
a. guide in determining if the ,curriculum was racist or affirming of 
personhood. Her conclusion was that the curriculum was indeed racist.20 
Foxley's research was based on the United Methodist V-VI curriculum. 
The Ne1-r York United Methodist Conference evaluated some church 
curriculum. One of their papers dealt with sex role stereotyping in 
United Methodist nursery materials. The preliminary report of that 
study "revealed blatant sexual stereotyping of behavior t emotions, 
abilities, occupations, and life style on alJnost every page. n2l 
'!he study dealt 'd th the four areas of (l) behavior, feelings 1 
·and activities; (2) role o:t' mother and father; ( 3) children helping 
like-sex parent; and (4) sex-typing of occupations. Occurrences were 
tallied and curriculum examples directly quoted to support the tally. 
The study concluded that the nursery curriculum was particularly 
limiting for girls as it reflected the sex-role caste system and so was 
contrary to the Gospel, more elaborRte study was necessary, ~~d the 
curriculum must be revised to be more equitable. 
19westerhoff1 op. cit. • 1412:122. 
20Betty Foxley, "Children's Curriculum and Racist Attitudes" 
[unpublished paper, University of the Pacific• n.d,], p. 1, citing R. W. 
Terry, For Wh:ij~ Onll ( Detroj. t, Michigan: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1970, p~l. 
21New York Conference Task Force on the Status of vlomen in the 
Church, "Sex Role Stereotyping in the United Methodist Nursery Curricu-
lunu A Preliminary Report 1
11 p. 1. (Mimeographed• n.d.) 
---- ------------------------··-· 
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Another paper by the New York Conference dealt with III-IV 
curriculum of the United Methodist Church. 22 ~his too was a preliminary 
report. Conclusions included the following: Boys appeared more thnn 
girls in pictures and stories and the boys did more interesting things. 
All ministers and missionaries were males • while women church workers 
were teachers or deaconesses. Most occupations mentioned were pursued 
by mene and the assumption was that mother ··stayed home. Males had a 
greater range of ident1 ties open to them. Masculinized generic terms 
··" · '· were. used. Fourteen of sixteen Biblical and historical figures cited 
were male, and the two females were morally and spiritually weak. The 
account of the Samaritan woman's encounter with Jesus clid not point out 
his violat:i.on of the law to affirm her as a person. There was affirma-
tion of :personhood in one story of at··gi:l?J..who considered being a 
geologistt 
~hese two studies on United Methodist nursery and III~IV 
curriculum were the basis of a resolution to the New York Annual 
Conference, which contained numerous recommendations for change in the 
curriculum so it would be person affirming. 23 
LIMITNriONS OF PAST STUDIES OF UNITED METHODIST CHURCH CURRICULA 
Foxley's paper had severe limitations. The title was misleading, 
as the only curriculum she dealt with was the United Methodist V-VI 
22New York Conference Task Force on the Status of Women in the 
Church, "Sex Role Stereotyping in the United Methodist 1970 III-IV 
Curriculum: A Preliminary Report." (Mimeographed, n.d.) 
23"Resolution 
Methodist Church from 
Children's Council." 
Sune, 1911].) 
to the New York .Annual Conference of the United 
the Task l!'orce on Women's Liberation and the 
(Mlmeographed [adopted by the .Annual. Conference 
··'' .. : . 
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Wesley Series for one quarter. She used only the pupil book and based 
the research on the pictures, with only one reference to story con·tent. 
Because the study deals with only one quarter, and then not even with 
all the resources, it cannot be deemed conclusive. Her conclusion as to 
one reason for racism in the curriculum showed a lack of m1derstanding of 
the process of development of United Methodist curriculum. 
The New York Conference research on the United Methodist nursery 
curriculum covered a consecutive year plus an extra quarter of resources.· 
This' ·research was good in that it systematically looked at both the 
illustrations and story content. The weakness of the study was that it 
di<1. not use the teacher book or packet materials. The study dealt vrith 
no11-aff'irmation only in terms of male-femaleness, which is a limitation 
but an intentional one. 
The study of III-IV resources seemed to. be based only on the 
pupil books, with a look at both illustrations and story content. The 
footnotes alluded to the teacher books being a part of the study, but 
there was no statement made as to what C\~riculum materials were 
included in the study. The study covered material for one year, but it 
started with the winter quarter instead of the fall quarter which is 
usually considered the beginning of a curriculum year. Covering one year 
only is a limitation as the curriculum for this age is based on a ~fo• 
year cycle. A cycle should be the minimum unit of research, with all 
.. parts of the curriculum included. 
Conversation between the writer and United Methodist persons 
responsible for curriculum writing and publishing revealed that they 
considered the New York Conference studies poor, as materials used for the 
research did not i.nclude the entire curriculum "package" and only small 
"~: ' 
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segments of a cycle had been used. It was the general feeling that the 
studies were so fragmented that they could not be considered as a basis 
for making tar-reaching changes in the established content and format of 
the curriculum. 
This writer has endeavored to overcame the above-mentioned 
handicaps in this thesis. The CU'!:'riculum studied was in current use 
when the research began. Three cyclest or six years, of resources were 
I 
researched and most of the curriculum resources vere used in the study · 
.. as lndicated in the first chapter. 
Chapter. 3 
THE ROLE OF CURRICULUM IN AFFIRMATION OF PERSONHOOD 
OBJECTIVE OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
The objective of Christian education in the United Methodist 
Church is stated a.S folJ:oW's f 
The objective of the church as manifested through its 
educational ministry ia that all persons be aware of and grow 
in their understanding of God, especially of his redeeming 
love as rev·ealed in Jesus Christ • and that they respond in 
f.aith and love--to the end that they may know who they are 
and what their human situation means, increasingly identifY 
themselves as sons of God and members of the Christian com-
munity~ li v.e in the spirit of God in every relationship, 
fulfill their conunon discipleship in the worlde al:l.d ab:i.de in 
the Christian hope.24 
The objective of Christian education supports affirmation of 
personhood through its emphasis on "that they may know who they are end 
what their human situation means." This phrase focuses on the role of 
education to reflect life as it is and then try· to make sense out of it. 
There are many human situations that United Methodists cannot endorse, 
but they have realized the need to recognize the existence of these 
situations if they are to deal with them. By wanting persons to know 
the human situation. which is non-idealized life and people, the 
objective supports affirmation of personhood. 
24aeneral Board of Educat.ion of the United Methodist Church, 
,¥ound .. E!:,~ ,.9,.hri~t~an T,e.achin,Lin Unit~~d Metrwdist _91urch,es_: A. 
~,!;~~.f jdle Program-CuE.rl.S~\].}l!U, S,01TJE!,U:,tee of i:.h!;. General Board of · 
Education (Nashville.: Graded Press 1 .1969), P• 31. Used by permission 
or~i ted l>iethodist Publishing House. 
l8 
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IMPORTANCE OF CURRICULUM TO •rHE OBJECTIVE 
OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Curriculum is very important in achieving the objective of 
19 
Christian education. It is a major resource in churches and homes in 
carrying out the church's educational ministry. Being a major resource, 
many people use the curriculum and are influenced by it. ~he curriculum 
is seen as a statement of what the United Methodist Church believes as 
well as sees, feels 1 and deals 'd th in the world. All of these things 
make the curr:i.cul\Ull not only important • but crucial in carrying out the 
objective of Christian education. 
Leah Heyn • for one, speaks of the role in child. growth 
. that children's books have and feels that books do, indeed 11 
have an influence in terms of the development of the senses, 
idea reinforcement, knowledge expansion2 ... a,nd the liberation from the child's born .. :i.nto environment. 7 
The curriculum has a very important place in the affirmation of 
personhood. To affirm personhood, the curriculum must show through its 
illustrations and writing that people are different and that differences 
are good and acceptable. This portrayal must be positive. open, and 
understanding--showing people in their diversity, weakness, and 
strengthe as well as indicating their potential for growth and change 
which is endless in possibility. This means the curriculum will show 
people of all races, sexes, ages, lifestyles; in all states of 
emotional 9 physical, and mental health; and in all stages of spiritual 
growth. 
25Mary Ritchie Key, "Male and Female in Children's Books--
Dispelling All Doubts • 11 The .Amel:l£p.n 'reac~.!..• February • 1972 • cited by 
Marjorie Stern, ed., ~.E~U .. J .. n E$i~on:, Chuvz.iPil.J3exjll,_~cti.c.£.,s :i.n 
the Classroom (Hashington, D.c.: 1\merican Federation of Teachers, 1973), 
P75'6. - . 
··'' .. ·. 
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The two parts of curriculum--the illustrations and the written 
words--both have a very important part in ~he affirmation of personhood. 
There is an ancient Chinese proverb which states • "One picture is worth 
more than ten thousand words." This is especially applicable to young 
children who learn much through pictures. As one educator put it 1 
"Pictu.res in books play e.n important role in early sex ... role socialization 
and provide children with role models of what they will like to be when 
-- - - - - - . 26 - - - .. -- . 
they grow up." Identification is one we.y people learn. If there is 
nothing to identify with in the illustrations (or stories), one does not 
learn. 
Kindergarten children's reading abilities vary greatly, depending 
(:m their home a.nd pre-school learning environments. Not all kinder-
gartners can read easily ll but the illustrations that go with the writing 
can tell them a story. Because of this, illustrations must be evaluated 
as to what they 11say , 11 vlhat will children learn by looking at the illus-
trations? Will they see the human situation or just a certain small 
portion of it? 
It is not enough to survey the illustration content of curriculum 
to judge its affirmat:i.on of personhood. Language also has a strong 
effect on small children. Written material must be scrutinized from the 
standpoint oi' the use of particular '\>lords as well as story themes, main 
characters• and other content. 
In looking at both the illustrations and the written parts of the 
curriculum• the literal world of children must not be forgotten. Doris 
Gunderson we.rned tha.t "Children interpret language q,uite literally• and 
26Richard w. O'Donnell, "Sex B:tas in P.rima.ry Social Stl.ldies Text-
books•" ~~~,.31:2:138,·November, 1973. 
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when they hear expressions such as chairman or brotherly love, they think 
of~ (rather) than of' the human race. "27 Kindergartners' experience 
is limited--they know only that to which they have been exposed. Rather 
than reinforcing the limited world vision they have, the curriculum needs 
to be constantly trying to expand the kindergartner's world view to 
encompass the human situation. 
Par·t of the process of af:t'irming the human situation means 
------ - --
supporting roles and images that-remove the stereotyping of people, life 
styles., ages, races 0 groups. localities, etc. This is not easy to do, as 
we are products of our culture and so tend to.have a limited view of the 
human situation and of the world. 
THE ROLE OF HIDDEN CURRICULUM 
In an interview with Edward A. Powers • general secretary of the 
Divis ton of Christian Education of' the United Church Board for Homeland 
Ministries t John Wester·hoff sUlllllled up the role and problems of hidden 
curriculum: 
Powers: • , , When we specifically address intergroup 
relationsorthe role of vromen we do pretty well. But when we 
are not consciously dealing vrith such issues we engage in anti-
Semitism or sexism, 
Westerhoff: HovT do we respond to such an awareness 
' ~Eiii4dC--
today? 
Powers: '£he goal of any educational curriculum today is ·--to look first at the hidden curriculum and make it the curricu-
lmn. In that way we will be addressing the structures which 
finally shape behavior and influence understanding. • • , 2~ 
27Holly Smith O'Donnell• "Sexism in Language," §1-e!!!entary 
~.6~.!_.s;h_. 50:"(:1069, October• 1973. 
28 John He Westerhoff III ( ed.) • ~ ... Collo9,uy f>F. Ch.!£.s.;t},Jt..!l,.. Educa-
tion (Philadelphia! United Church Press, 1972) 1 p. 233. --
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We must focus on those powers that mold us so we are aware of them and 
counteract them if these powers are not positive influences, 
'lbe hidden curriculum can undermine the objectives of Christian 
educat1.on and of affirmation of personhood because of its implicitness 
which counteracts the intentional, explicit content of the curriculum, 
This is especially true with stereotyping of human beings, It seems 
· writers and illustrators do well at eliminating stereotypes ,.,hen they 
intentionally try to do- so, but other aspects of the resources support 
.... · , · and ·~einforce the very negative images these lessons try to overcome. 29 
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus described his mission not as 
abolishing the law, but fulfilling it, "You shall not kill" is seen not 
just as physically destroying a life, but the kilJ.ing that results from 
all the things that undermine personal affirmation~ anger, insult, 
labeling, hatred, racisme sexism, ageism, enmity, and stereotyping. All 
of these things violate person affirmation and are part of the hidden 
curriculum. 
In scripture we are constantly reminded of the unity of word and 
deed, The faith community constantly needs to be aware of curriculum 
writing (content and instructions) and illustrations to be sure that word 
and deed m·e m'lified, In ~he concern about having good resources, this 
Wli ty can be overlooked and then the hidden curriculum becomes ~ 
curriculum. It seems apparent that until the hidden curriculum is seen 
as the powerful force that it is • it negates any affirmation of person-
hood that curriculum tries to convey. 
29John H. Westerhoff III and Gwen Kennedy Neville 1 ~nera.tion •. ~ 
Generation (Philadelph1.a.: . United Church Press, 1974) • P• 42. 
... JIWWJ • 
Chapter 4 
CUP~ENT GUIDELINES FOR AFFIRMATION OF PERSONHOOD 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN Tllli UNITED METHODIST CHUROI 
' . 
United Methodist Church ··curr:t·c;-ulum·":resout>ces are developed by a 
proces-s -whicli- prcrvi-des attention to the objective of C'nrisUan education,-
audi~nce needs t sound theology • Biblical foundations, living the Gospel 
message, growth and development patterns, varying environment, test 
teaching, user input, and evaluation. 
Curriculum originates in the Program-Curriculum Committee which 
is responsible to the General Board. of,,D:tscipleship. This committee is 
composed of' local church pastors, laity, professional Christian educat-
ors • and United Methodist board and agency staff members. The Program-
CUrriculum Committee prepares and approves a detailed description of' each 
curriculum unit. 'lhese descriptions are then approved by the General 
Board of' Discipleship. Writers and editors prepare the curriculum within 
the approved specifications. Most resources undergo extensive testing in 
local churches before they are drafted in final f'or.m. The editorial team 
examines this' draft • editing it before it goes through production which 
includes picture selection, l~out design, proof', and final printing by 
Graded Press. 'l'he unit then becomes available for purchase. 30 
------------------
30Board of' Discipleship of' the United Methodist Church, The 
Pastor and the Church School Curriculum Resources (Nashville: Graded 
Pre;s-;19~ 
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Tho process the curriculum goes through from inception to publi-
cation ia lengthy and predates the quarter for which the m1it is made. 
As a result, there is a time lapse before new guidelines can be 
reflected in the curriculum. 
Two charts showing the process of the curriculum development in 
more detail can be found in Appendixes A and B. 
EDITORIAL GUIDELINES FOR DEALING WITH SEX ROLES 
The editorial "Guidelines for Dealing w:i.th Sex Roles" are stated 
in terms of eliminating sex-role stereotypes by replacing them with 
positive non-sexist images and language. The text of the guidelines 
follows; 
TO: Hri.ters,. Editors, Artistse Photographers 
The following brief guidelines are obviously not compre-
hensive of all we need to know about sex role stereotyping. 
Persons responsible for the· ·development of curriculum resources 
are urged to become aware of the growing body of information on 
this sul) ject in current magazines 9 research reports, TV specials, 
books • and other media. We have a responsibility to help break 
down stereotypes that limit persons' opportunities to grow in 
maturity, to live freely and creatively. 
Give a balanced presenta·tion of boys and girls and men 
and. women, both in number and importance. 
Show that both men and women can be capable, brave • 
and self-reliant • Show both sexes in leadership roles. 
Also 0 show both sexes as sometimes needing help from 
others. 
Affirm the acceptability and appropriateness of both 
boys and girls and men and women shmring such emotions 
as tenderness, affection, sympathy • sorrow~ and grief. 
Affirm that the success .and .. wor.:t}l .of persons as human 
beings are not dependent onbeing.married. Singleness 
is a valid life style which is affirmed by the church. 
.. . . , 
Offer alternatives for occupational stereotypes. E.g., 
women can be encouraged to enter business, industry, or 
a profession in which they can make a creative contribu-
tion and find fulfillment; men can be artists, teachers, 
and nurses as well as business men, superintendents, and 
doctors. 
Portr~ mothers employed outside the home in a positive 
way. Shmr fathers sharing housekeeping and child care 
roles. 
Offer alternatives for stereotypes in roles of mothers 
and fathers and of brothers and sisters in regard to 
such responsibilities as planning use of family finances, 
-shopping,- coolfing; house cleaning, household repairs and 
maintenance, yard work 9 and driving the car • 
. Basic sex role identification for children comes through 
identification wi~h the same-sexed parent or parent-
substitute. However, in describing or picturing learning 
relationships t don't limit them to "girls with mother t 
boys '\dth father" situations. E.g. 1 depict a father and 
daughter doing something interesting together; show a 
boy helping mother. · 
Show appreciation both for traditional vocational and 
family roles and for newer alternatives. 
Base expectations about dependence and independence, need 
for care and protection, standards of performance, and 
vocational potential on individual differences rather 
than on sex. 
Wherever possible and appropriate explain the meaning of 
male generic terms where they occur in Scripture and 
other sources. Use nonsexual descriptions as the pre-
ferred form. Examples: "God is active in the affairs of 
men" can become "God is act-ive in the affairs of E,er,s.ons." 
"God takes the initiative in confronting me.n, but man 
must respond ••• " means "God takes the initiative in 
confronting us • but ,.,e mus-t; respond • • • " - -
Editors will have to rely on their judgment when the 
generic is appropriate and legitimate. Also, that we do 
not use terms that exclude anyone. (For example, in the 
United Givers Fund promotion, 11Mr. and Mrs. Concerned 
Citizen" was used in a TV slot.) 
. Portray strong female characters when appropriate and 
possible in historical and biblical studies. 
Where appropriate 0 point out the uniqueness of Jesus' 




Use stori.3i of great women as examples of spiritual and mox·al 
strength. 
These guidelines greatly affirm personhood. ~bey are supportive 
of t.he diversity of people, life styles, and the endless possibilities 
of mature, free, creative individuals. 
Annella Creech, Editor of the Kindergarten Curriculum, sta.tes 
that although these guidelines "•·mr.e .. not .prepar. . .ed as such until after. all 
t!!_e_ ~B.'t~rl-a~ you will be using was completed, hopefully we did some of 
these things. n32 Because of this hope and as a measure in evaluating 
affirn\ation• the guidelines are included in this thesis. 
AGE-LEVEL CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIRED RELIGIOUS OUTCOMES 
The United Methodist Church curriculum has various materials 
available on age-level characteristics and desired religious outcomes for 
kindergartners, Mu.ch of thi.s material appears in a free publication 
called the ~ which is published each curriculum year. 
In the category of age-level cha.racte!ristics, there were several 
charts /to guide teachers in knowing what to expect in terms of kinder-
ga1•tners' needs and physical, social, spiritual, and mental development. 
One such chart in the E.J.anbook,_l2.~~ gave the following information: 
~----------·-·~----a--~ 
31Board of Discipleship of the United Methodist Church, "Guide-
lines for Dealing with Sex Roles," Na.shville 8 December, 1973. 
These guidelines were initiated by a staff conuni ttee on Humaniza-
tion; reviewed and approved by the administrative staff of the Section on 
Curriculunt Resources; sent to the Standing Committee on Education and 
Human Sexuality and Sex Roles of the Program .. curricuhun Committee; 
approved and presented to the Board of Discipleship at its December, 1973, 
meeting; .approved as revised and entered in the minutes of the Board. 
32F'l~om persomtl correspondence with Ann ella Creech u Editor of the 
Kindergartnn Curriculum 0 Section on CurricUlum Resources, Board of 
Discipleship, United Methodist Church, Nashville, J"anuary 14, 19~(1~. 





'l'he ldnderga.rtner' s significant radius of personal relationship is the 
basic family; crucial commitment made during this stage·is initiative 
versus guilt; and foci of encounters and conflict a.re·exploration and 
inquiry. 33 At the bottom of this chart \Ta.s a listing of "Basic Life-
long Human Needs" which included (1.) biological needs to maintain 
viability. (2) social-ego needs to maintain sanity, and (3) spiritual• 
psychological needs to maintain satisfaction. '"The last two areas deal 
_with affirmation of personhood. Social needs include. affection, 
belcngirtg• recognition, security. and new experiences. 
include meaningfulness, integration. and fulfillment, 34 
Spiritual needs 
"Christj.an Nurture Rooted in Normal States of Human Development 
in American Culture e" a chart • listed developmental tasks t which for 
kindergartners were growing • playing {'tl;nd talking. Another section of 
the chart dealt with major problem areas for kindergartners which were 
Encounter with increasing moral strictures 
Enlarging ventures away from home 
Premature demand for mastery of symbols and concepts 
Confusion over misunderstood advicee insufficient information 
Struggle to understand• control• cause and effect relationships 
Oedipus ... Electra. situation35 
27 
'l'he "Religious Significance of the Period of Life" section dealt 
with these areas for the kindergartner 
Exploration of relationships 
Attitudes toward the formal and organized aspects of religion 
Attitudes toward education 
33pat Floyd (ed,), "Bases of Grouping of Persons and Grading of 
CUrriculum in the United Methodist Church School," Pl~__?k 1968-62 ..f£:S 
leaders of Children in the United Methodist Church "{Nashville: Graded 
?;;;=s, 19681':-PP• 24-25. Used by permiSsion of-the United Methodist 
~blishing House, 
34Ibid. 
35!i'1oyd~ p, 26. 
Ethics of expediency and leeu•ning group moral codes 
Learning to express feelings 
Readiness to learn, to enter new experience 
Quest for answers for questions: "Why?" 
A"t>rareness of and response to God 
.Awareness of religious customs and ceremonies36 
The last part of this chart dealt with "Primary Needs To Be Met." 
Kindergartners need 
Secure base of relationship in basic family from which to 
explore other relationships 
-------- Rtcirvariety of-experience with ·things and 
Freedom to play, manipulate, ask questions 
Simple factual answers 
Opportunity for group experience 
Acceptance and reassuranpe 
Protection and guidance3f 
people 
"Desired Religious Outcomes" for United Methodist kindergarten 
curriculum was divided into five areas of C~ristian faith and life. 
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Each of these ·areas was then divided into the desired religious outcomes 
in terms of understanJ.ings, attitudes, and skills. 
The first area was "Life and Its Setting: The Meaning and 
Experience of Existence." This area dealt vri th what it means to be a. 
:person. Desired outcomes for kindergartners include 
~Trlders t.ancli~ 
God loves every person in his world. 
It is not alwa:ys easy to treat others the ·vray we would like them 
to tl~eat us. 
God created all things for people to use and enjoy, 
God helps us choose what is best. 
God wants persons to show love and kindness to one another. 
God has planned night for rest; day for work and play. 
Attitudes 
Feels happy about his place in.the world. 
Appreciates what others do to help him grow. 
Associates God with the natural world and people in it. 
Appreciate.s God.'s help in ms.king right choices. 
I•'incls satisfaction in good behavior. 
Shows will:l.ngness to rest when his body need.s. it. 
36li'loyd 11 p. 27. 37nda. 
Skills 
Verb~izes about God's creation. 
}l.~akes choices on the basis of' individual si tua.tions. 
Cooperates with others in work and play,3 
The second area was "The Reality of God: The Meaning and 
29 
Experience of' God's Continuing Revelation," This area dealt with God's 
character • work • self-disclosure • and model, and how God speaks to 
people's needs. Desired outcomes for kindergartners were 
. __ Un<l_c].".!?J;anding£)_ 
. ~to ask questions to discover what C~d is like and 
how he works • 
Jesus taught how important persons are. 
Persons can show love to others even when.:they do unloving 
things~. 
God helps persons express love and do good, 
The Bible has stories of' people who show how God wants persons 
to live. 
God's love and care are shown by church friends. 
God wants all persons to care for and use wisely the things in 
the world around us. 
Attitudes r;-c,:u:ro-us about the mysteries that surround life~ 
Values ·bhe lo-ve and concern of others. 
Feels accepted as a person. 
Appreciates God's love and goodness. 
Shows interest in Bible stories and verses. 
Regards the church as a big family of persons who love God. 
Feels wonder that all of his needs are provi.ded. 
Skj.lls 
ver-ba.lizes about God and Jesus • reflecting imaginative thinking. 
Seeks and accepts guidance for behavior. 
Takes some responsibility for a wise use of things in the 
natural world. 
Accepts responsibility within the church group. 
Talks to God about experiences in everyday life. 
With help 1 can see relationships between Bible stories and 
verses and-his actions and relationships,39 
The third area was 11The NeW Life in Christ: The Meaning and 
Experience of Continuing Redemptiono" This area dealt with people's 
personal response to God's self-disclosure and the witness and life of 
39Floyd, p •.. 16. 
being a m1ristian. Desired outcomes for kindergartners were 
Underst,a!;ldinfis. 
God loves us at all times even when 've choose to do wrong. 
Persons can choose to bring happiness or unhappiness upon them-
selves and others. 
Jesus told people how God wanted them to live. 
Persons who show us love help us grow in love for God and 
others. 
At church we discover how we are alike yet different from 
others. 
This is God's world and we are God's children. 
--A-ctnudes -----
A]?preC'iates God's love that surrounds all of life. 
Is willing to accept responsibility for his part in broken 
relationships. 
Appreciates Jesus as the one who best taught what God is like. 
Identifies '{ith persons at home and church who teach about God. 
Feels glad for persons who want him to be a part of the church. 
Appreciates God's world, and ·begins to see all persons as God's 
children. 
Skills 
n;g;_;; to relate love of others to God's love. 
Makes right choices much of the time. 
Verbalizes about Jesus as a fl•iend and identifies with him. 
Takes some responsibility for the needs of persons and other 
living things. 
Participates as a member of the group at church school.
4 Is able to control his fears in some crisis situations. 0 
The fourth area was "Vocation: The Meaning and Experience of 
Christi an Conununi ty." This area dealt with doing things the Christian 
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wey in society~ ethics, and service. Desired outcomes for kindergarten 
were 
~~a.nd:L,~ . 
Growing up includes learning what is right and wrong. 
Persons who love one another forgive mistakes and wrongdoing. 
Many persons "t-Tork in ways that help others, 
God helps us make things grow. 
rl'he Bible helps us know what is right and good. 
When personsmake others happy, they are happy too. 
Doing good often draws us closer to other persons, 
.I 
Attitudes 
:B;grns=to a<.:cept wholesome standards for h:ts behavior. 
Finds satisfaction i.n complet:tng tasks and doing them well. 
Desires to help others. 
Enjoys planting and helping things grow. 
S'k.ills 
~stinguish bet>feen right and wrong behavior and often foresee 
consequences of his actions. 
Seeks to restore broken relationships. 
Conceives and carries out helpful fl.l'ld caring acts in relation to 
persons and o·ther living things. 41 
The fifth area was "The Church a 1'he Meaning and Elcperience. of 
Christian Community.". This area dealt with \<That it means to be an 
active part of the lif'e and work of the church as well as the nature, 




'I'he church is fru:J.i.lies '\<Tho want to 1Je together to sing • to pray, 
to work at~ followers of tTesus. 
Chur•~h people li:1~J.'n about .Jesus and about God's love and care. 
'l"'here ar!~ 'm.t:'.ny k:i.uds of chm·ches; one kind is The United Methodist 
Church • 
. '!here are many persons ,.rho 1-rork at church. We serve God through 
his church. 
Church people show concern, for others and. want them to be a part 
of the church. 
C.."hurch people learn from the Bible what God wants them to do and 
ho\'r to live as Jesus taught~ 
Attitudes 
Wants"''t;;"'be aij chu.rch because of what happens there. 
Feels himself a part of th'~ church • appreciating especially· 
tho$e who teach him. 
\-l'ants to make 1·ight the wrong he does frcm time to time. 
Feels wonder 0 joy~ and thanksgiving because of a deepening 
sensitivity to God~ 
Appreciates his o~m and other churches and. all who work in th~n. 
Respects· and ca:res for. work and play. materials. 
Skills 
~izes about the church as a special place dedicated to God 
and recognizes many aspects of the church '.s life and '"ork. 
Choosc~s activities invc)lYing others. and shares in g1·oup living. 





Shows abili·ty to enter into the feelings o.f others and to 
control his emotions, 
Express spontaneous thoughts to God in prayer, in singing, 
and in remembering Bible verses,42 
The foregoing information was quoted from the flan"l?..?ok 12.§.§.:.§2_. 
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The planbooks for the preceding year and the two years follovTing did not 
contain information about age-level characteristics or desired religious 
outcomes. The planbooks for the last two years of the study covered the 
basic information, in a shortened format, that was ir1 the Planbook ... -
Each of the teacher books conta:tne.d the "Desired Outcomesn for 
the areas of Christian faith and life with which that unit dealt. Only 
the fall 1972 teacher book specifically dealt '\-Ti th age-level cha.racteris-
ties. The parent material contained neither desired outcomes nor age 
characteristics. 
In ~. "Age-Level Characteristics" were a. great 
affirmation of personhoodt especially the sections on "Understandings" 
and "Atti·cudes." The affirmation statements dealt with appreciating 
· others: feeling good about one~ s place in the world; willingness to 
accept one's own physical limitations; people loving when others are 
unloving; people bringing happiness to themselves and others as well as 
unha,ppiness; discovering ho\v people are alike yet different from others; 
doing things with others to understand them; understanding the United 
Methodist Church is but one of many kinds of churches; and showing 
ability to enter into others' feelings. Both the n.Age-Level Characteris-
tlcs" and the' "Desired Religious Outcomes" are full of guidelines for 
affirmation of personhood in the kindergarten curricultml, 
I 
42Floyd• P• 22. 
I 
Chapter 5 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND SUMMARY. OF DATA 
CHECKI,ISTS OF CHARACTERISTICS 
Two sets of checklists were used in this research, one for the 
···... tionBJ. content.. Each checklist was organized into sections. 
One section used in both checklists was a tallying of the 
appearance of people in a variety of. activities, and of various races, 
ages* and physi:cal conditions. · This data tallying was divided into 
three part,s--me.le 9 female, and uncertain. 
The family iHl.S another section for both sets of checklists. Size 
and makeup of the family were the concel~s, with total occurrences 
tallied. 
There "'oTas a section for language on the writ.ten checkHst. The 
focus was on use of masculine generic terms in comparison with use of 
non-sexual, plural terms for the same words or ideas. 
A section on interactions of people was used only with the 
illustration data. One division dealt with male/male interact:tons, 
another 'lith female/female, and the third with female/male interactions. 
The checklists were developed in two stages. The first stage was 
an evaluation of criteria used in public and religious education curricu-
lum studies, t·o see if the criteria -would be appropriate to show affirma-
1 tion of persoru1ood. From this work, a brainstorming type of list wns 
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"··' 
made of categories to use. The categories were then organized into two 
sets of checklists. Same categories were added so checklists were more 
inclusive of areas of personhood. The categories on those lists are 
shown in Appendixes C and D. 
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The second stage of the checklist development was the use of the 
checklists to evaluate a unit of curriculum to see if the cat.egories 
used were valid. 
TESTING OF CHECKLISTS 
The spring unit of thb kindergarten curriculum for 1970 was 
used to test the checklists. One of the first things that became obvious 
was that tally divis:i.ons of "male" and "female" were not adequate as 
c ategor:i.es. There were human figures tha. t vrere unclear as to sex t so 
an "uncartain" division was added. The categories for race were too 
broadly 'defined, so they vTere nubdJ.vided. An "Uncertain as to Race" 
category was added as there were pictures which were not easily 
identified by race. 
The category of "Great People" seemed not to apply t but was left 
in the checklist as the unit used for the test dealt with "God's 
Wonderful World•"-which would not necessarily include great people. 
Because of the closeness to the "Biblical Character" category, combining 
the two categories ¥Tas considered but not cl.one, as the researcher felt a 
need for the curriculum to affirm great people involved with a wider 
span of church history than that contained just in the Bible. 
"Parents Working OUtside the Home"· did no.t cover all the occupa-
tion possibilities, s\o another category, 11\llorking Inside the Home," was 




The section dealing with emotions was found very difficult to 
wor~ with in terms of illustrations as each picture seemed to fit two or 
three categories. There were very few occurrences of nega·ti ve emotions, 
but they were left in the checklist since negative emotions are a very 
valid part of personhood and must be accepted and dealt -.;fi th accordingly. 
Each emotional category was multi-worded to make it clearer. 
Tne category of "Couple Families" did not seem applicable from 
---------
the kind or'-information given in the curriculum, -nor were "Single 
· Per·sons" represented 9 so these categories were deleted. A conscious 
effort was made to look for both categories and list in the "Other: To 
Be Noted" category at the bottom of the checklists. 
Child care categories ,.,ere not applicable to this unit, but were 
applicable for material dealing with family and community. They were 
therefore retained as one characteristic. 
Language was tallied as the testing was being done. Many 
categories were not valid; others vrere developed from the notes to 
reflect what was in the ·cu-rriculum and what should be in if personhood 
were confirmed. This section was divided into subsections called "Sex 
Terms" and "Neutral Terms" to make the data clearer. 
The categories to show activity versus passivity needed 
rearranging and "Play" was changed to "Activity." 
The categories dealing with interaction were found to be compre-
hensive • but it became clear they vmuld have more impact if grouped 
according to sexes involved in the interactions. 
"People Shmm Disabled, Invalid, or Ill" did not get any tallies. 
' 'l'his was due to the nature of the theme of the test-run unit so the 
category was retained. 
--------------
The testing of the checklists showed that the categories were 
usable in most instances. Where they were not, they were changed or 
deleted as discussed above to make the "Checklist for Written Material" 
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and the "Checklist for Illustrations," which ;.rere used in evaluating the 
six years of' kindergarten curriculum. These two checklists can be found 
in Appendi~~es E a.nd F. 
SUMMARY OF THE DATA 
----- ------
•· · .. Years (Pupil and Teacher-Parent) -- . 
The research data were tallied by chapterst grouped into units, 
and then grouped by years. The number of times each or the checklist 
categories appeared in each of ·the :six years can be seen on Table 3, 
page 40, for the pup:U material. Table 4, page 41 t gives the year-by-
year data for the teacher-parent materials, 
In the data summaries, the illustration categories of "American 
Indiant 11 for which there were no o.qcurrences in the materials, "Other" 
(races) for which there wa~ a total of only thirteen occurrences, and 
"Uncertain" were combined to form an "Other" category. 
The· data were supported by other materials from the curriculum 
that were listed in the "Other: To Be Noted" categori.es of both check-
- lists, These materials were examples of. affirmation or non-affirmation 
of personhood and can be found in Tables 1 1 5, 6, and 71 pages 39, 42, 
and 43~ for the ~il Books and Tables 2, 8, and 9, pages 39, 44, .and 45, 
for the Teacher Books. - -
In the ?UPil Book~, there was one picture of a boy relating to 
\ 
an animal; eight occurrences of a woman relating to a child. ;.rhose sex 
could not be determined~ two occurrences of a man relating to a child, 
--------- - - ---
~~~ 
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the sex of which could not be determined. The parent material made good 
use of the word "child" without using any qualifying pronouns following 
it. 
The Teacher Books had seven occurrences of a woman relating to a 
child whose sex could not be determined. The pronouns used to refer 
back to "child" were ah1ays masculine. There was a constant use of the 
m.asculine generic--man and men--throughout the teacher material, as well 
-~-~--a.s __ pr_onouns_.xeferring_to-God-e,ll being masculine·-
~~ (Pupil and Teacher-Parent) 
The data from the yearly summaries of the checklists was grouped 
next into cycles. This was done to see if there were any trends from 
cycle to· cycle that perhaps did· not shm4" from year to year. 
Table 10• page 46, shows the cycle data for the pupil material. 
Table 11, pag~ 47, sho~rs the cycle data for the teacher-parent materials. 
A listing of occupations shown in the illustrations of ~a~ 
~ and ~J?il Bop,~ 1-ras done and appears as Table 12, page 48, This 
list does not include father or mother as an occupation. 
Cycle data for pupil materials only were compared with the United 
States Census to see how realistically the curriculum.reflected the 
population makeup. The pupil cycle data were converted into percentages 
for this comparison. Both the actual number of occurrences and the 
percentage that number represents are shown in the table. The census 
figures were compared with the data for each of the three cycles of the 
pupil material a.'1d note mad.e of whether the curriculum data were the 
same • higher • or lower than the census percentages.· Table 13, page 49, 
~ 




The take-home papers were looked at as a unit since they .spanned 
such a short part of the six-year period, March 1972 to August 1973. 
The checklist data were totalled for the take-home papers. All of the 
material in the papers was for the pupils except for small portions of a 
few that '\orere guides for parents. There was so little in the parent 
portions that their data were noted on the same chart with the pupil 
data in the take-home papers. Table 14, page 50 • shows the take-home 
paper data. 
The take ... home papers had four occurrences of a '\>Toman relating to 
a child whose sex could not be determined and one occurrence of a male 
relating to a child whose sex could not be determined. The examples of 
affirmation and non-affirmation of personhood in the ta..k.e-home papers can 
be found in '1rables ·15 and 16 respectively, page 51. 
Preferred Audio-Visual Resources . ·. • --- 4W4Z i< =· .... q..,~ 
The preferred audio-visual resources included two filmstrips, a 
set of hand.puppets, a group of ten teaching pictures, and three long-
playing records. These resources '\oTere looked. at as a unit as only the 
1970-1973 years of the curri culwn had preferred audio-visuals. r.rhe 
checklist data were totalled for the preferred audio-visual resources. 
Table 17, page 52, shows the data for these resources. 
The preferred audio-visuals had much narration and singing. The 
two filmstrips '\orere narrated by male voices. On one record a male was 
the narrator even for stories where all the main characters were female; 
.. 
there '\oras no female. (voice) narration. The number of times va.rious 
voices occurred was: twenty-four male voices, eighteen female.voices, 








The fillnstrip "When There Is Love" used personified animals. 
They are noted under "Not F'i tting Above Categories" on the "Checklist for 
Illustrations." The hand puppets were three female and two male, but the 
skin colors were respectively green, pink, yellow, brown, and blue. The 
colors used were believed to make it easier to regard the puppets as 
inanimate objects. The examples of non-affirmation of personhood in the 
, . , , .· .:, : ·.· I' 
preferred auclio .... visuals at·e in 'rable' 18;·· page 53; 
1!0..' 
Table 1 
F.xaraples of Affirmation and Non-affirmation Mixed, 
Parent Sections of' Pupil Books 
Neutral pronoun followed by masculine pronoun 
"Be alert. to opportunities to le't ·your child know that 
you un.derstand ho'.; he (she) feels and to bring religious 
meaning:,~ to h:i.s everyday experiences. • • • " Fall/67, p. 34 
Table 2 
Examples of' Af'f'irmation and Non-affirmation Mixed,· Teacher Book 
A.. God referred to as Father -vri th one's value as a person 
"Father of all children, as I seek to help these 
children experience feelings of' self-worth, may I grow 
in awareness of' my own value as a person." Summer/70, p. 22 
B. Noun defined using male generic word and then by neutral generic 
Shepherds were defined as "men who care for sheep." 
Winter/72, p. 30 
Teacher is asked to help children understand that "the 
shepherds were people who looked after flocks of sheep." 
Winter /72, p. 34 
c. 'l'hinking shmm as an activity for children and then as an activity 
for males ~ 
One of the games suggested for activities to use the 
children's minds is described in words through the 
use of boys. Spring/71, P• 59 
i 
I 
----------- -- -- --------
Table 3 




-·~-~---------- ------··------ -·· ---. ··-----· ---- -·------ -
--· 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
..:list Categories 
'1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 
.. 
M F u M F u M F u M F u M F u M F u 
) 
Written . --
1aracter 4 5 0 4 3 0 1 2 0 8 2 0 3 3 0 6 2 0 
:~.1 People 3 0 0 3 2 0 8 2 0 7 3 0 5 2 0 5 2 0 
)eople 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -~ 0 
s l 0 0 0 2 l 0 l 0 0 l l 0 0 0 0 0 l 
~ Outside Home l 0 l 1 2 10 0 0 0 16 2 5 2 0 0 8 2 2 
~ Inside Home 0 1 0 2 3 0 1 1 0 l 0 0 3 0 0 0 l 0 
~ 
l'r/hateful 0 1 1 0 0 0 . 2 0 1 l 0 0 1 2 1 .. 1 0 0 
·rying · 1 0 0 0 0 o· 0 ·o 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
'ul/lonely 0. 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
;-n-g-ft-irn-i-d/s-·h;y-- --------0- - 1'\ -- 1'\ - - " --
,.. 
- " 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 - 0 v v v v v 
ing/happy 5 2 1 .· l. 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Citizens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
d, Invalid, Ill 0 0 1 0 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 l 2 0 
:tion Example 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ting .P:bove 32 31 25 .16 25 0 10 8 1 15 15 0 12 10 0 9 12 0 
Total Occurrence by Year 
:are 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tt Families 2 1 1 0 l 0 
of 3 or 4 8 3 4 4 2 1 
-of 5 or l·bre 6 1 ,, .Q 1 0 0 
ms 0 5 2 7 3 6 
Te:rras 8 9 3 4 2 1 
-~~ ~itm~lllll ..... ~ ••au...,.~-
M F u M F u M F u M F u M F u M F U' 
lustratio~ 
25 21 8 40 27 9 26 18 2h 61 26 8 27 20 3 49 19 10 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 l 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 
10 11 1 25 5 6 19 6 19 17 16 4 1 1 0 4 5 1 
s 0 3 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Outside Home 0 l 0 2 l .o 3 0 0 12 0 l 2 0 0 3 1 l 
Inside Home 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 0, 0 0 0 
People 6 5 0 13 3 l 8 1 l 18 1 l 6 4 0 5 . 2 2 
Alone 2 l 0 5 2 0 3 2 0 9 3 0 3 2 0 6 0 5 
. People 8 15 l 10 5 l 11 5 2 28 1 2 11 3 0 9 1 2 
•d, Invalid, Ill 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 2 l 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Citizens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ting /iliove 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Occurrence by Year -- -
of 3 or 4 3 5 1 9 0 6 
of 5 or More 0 0 0 0 0 1 
:t.le Interactions 6 10 9 18 3 1 
VFemale Interact. 10 6 2 4 4 1 
iiMale Interact. 1 9 5 17 6 8 
Symbols : M--Ma.l.e; F--Female; U--Uncertain 
~=~~ ···-·--·-------
Table 4 
Teacher-Parent ·Materials Data by Years 
0 --------------~~~--






~ Outside Home 





















0 0 0 
1 0 13 
0 0 2 
5 65 2 
2 2 8 
2 0 3 
0 0 0 
4 0 15 
1 0 1 
4 52 8 
5 31 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 3 
1 0 13 
0 0 0 
5 118 3 
0 0 8 
4 0 0 
1 0 2 
4 0 13 
0 0 0 
7 60 0 
0 22 4 
2 0 0 
4 0 3 
1 0 12 
0 0 0 
0 30 2 
0 3 2 







/hateful 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 
3 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 13 
9 1 1 13 
5 I o o -11 
·rying 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ulLLonely ________ a_· __ o __ L __ Q __ Q -- o 2- o 2 0 0 0 0 0 















0 0 0 0 
ing/happy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 
2 0 1 1 Citizens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d, Invalid, Ill 4 0 4 0 1 3 0 0 8 0 0 3 
tion Example 15 16 12 14 10 0 25 14 1 1 3 
2 10 21 
0 1 3 ,0 
8 14 15 1 .ting Above 7 12 2 24 28 21 22 39 8 
'are 
t Families 
;of 3 or lj. 








Total Occurrence by Year 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
62 217 147 






















~d, Invalid, Ill 
!Citizens 
~ting Above 
of 3 or 4 





















3 47 38 
1 2 2 
1 11 11 
0 3 5 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 15 14 
0 5 2 
3 16 10 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 






9 60 28 
0 11 1 
5 4 3 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 2 
1 24 11 
0 5 5 
l 29 13 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
8 51 36 11 21 26 12 
0 6 2 3 4 4 1 
1 14 4 13 4 0 0 
0 5 8 0 0 3 0 
0 2 0 0 0 2 0 
0 1 3 0 0 3 0 
0 13 16 1 12 16 1 
2 9 5 2 5 0 1 
4 41 12 13 14 13 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 











46 43 14 
2 2 0 
8 4 1 
1 2 0 
3 0 5 
0 0 5 
4 6 3 
14 7 2 
7 8 3 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 







Symbols: ri.--Malet F--Female; U•-Uncertain 
Ta.ble 5 
Examples of Non-affinaation of Personhood, Pupil Book 
- ·-.-
A, Color stereotyping by sex 
"Betsy looked at the pink yarn. 
Father or for brother John." 
It wouldn't be for 
B. Father seen as more important than others 
"Mother, is God as important as Daddy?" 
c. "God" mo~ified by male noun 
10/29/67. p. 36 
5/19/68, p. 50 
-------- - - --Tlie -:refrairl-- of tt1e ---song,- ''Vrno 1\'.Iaae the o1~ars ?" 
our Father, ••• God~ our loving Father." 
is "Go<i, 
1/18/71, p. 28 
·n. Woman shown as unable to care for herself 
"One day the father said to the three brothers, 'I must 
go away for a fe'f.v days. Please take care of your 
mother and help her while I am gone.'" 11/7/71, p. 38 
E, Focus of a story on the boys; girls shown as afraid 
11 Ghris and K:i.m came running. 'I ivant to climb to 
the top,' yelled Chris~ using his very loud voice. Chris 
was a tall. boy with freckles on his nose and yellow-red 
hair. He could run very fast. 
111 :IY!a.y I go on the slide?' asked Kim in her very 
soft voice. Ht1r light; yellow hs,ir, rosy cheeks, and 
smiling face shone in the sun as she climbed to the top 
of. the slide. 
"Chris climbed to the top of the jungle gym and 
slid dOim the pole very fast. Kim did not slide down 
the slide. She stayed at the top, and her eyes were 
open wide. 
"Go ahead, Kim, go down,' urged Chris and Greg. 
'Don't be a 'fraidy cat.' They started to climb the slide. 
11 'Boys I ' called Greg's mother. 'Stay down until 
Kim slides. ' 
"'She's afraid. We're not afraid.' But they 
waited and slowly K..i.m carefully sat down and away she 
went--down-n-n the slide. 
' • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • .. • • • • • t • 
11
' Chris, God planned for you to be you--to have 
yellow-red hair• to be able to climb, and run fast. Greg, 
God planned for you to be you--to have brown hair and grey 
eyes and to learn to swing and slide and climb. He 
planned for Kim, and Suzi and Heidi. Each one of you is 
a very special person.•"43 6/7/70, pp. 2-4 
-----------------------------------------------~----------&-----------1t3Jane French, P9-~~.?.21!!J?.2:}.~~.f.Or Me: 'I'he Un..!..~!;..Lt1~-o£ist ?.E.J?.!.l.. 
=.l£..!1£ert£:r.t!:B. (Nashville: Graded Press, 1970) ~ Summer II, 19'10, 
PP• 2-47 Used by pennission of the United Methodist PUblishing House. 
Table 6 
Examples of Affirmation of Personhood, Pupil Book 
Jl.., Use of neutral, plural pronoun with singular antecedent 
"Or• it may be a picture he has made or clipped from a maga-
zine showing~someone expressing love with their hands." 
43 
10/29/67 f P• 37 
~. Male child helping mother 
A song about Jesus • where he climbed on his mother's lap, 
helped his mother "tri th her vrork • and helped Joseph with 
··. ... the carpentry. 1/19/69, P• 36 
c. Acknowledgement of negative emotions 
A song about faces looking grumpy, mad, frightened, sad, 
and glad. 3/25/73~ p. 19 
P~ famtly described in non ... stereotyped terms 
'''You need a family~ someone to love you t 1 his mother agreed. 
• I!:veryone needs love. Some families 9 however~ have only a 
P!Other. Some fr.;milies have only a, father. Sometimes a 
family has no children, and sometimes children have no 
parents. 111 10/24/71, p. 33 
Table 7 
Examples of Affirmation of Personhood, 
Parent Sections of Pupil Books 
Vse of neutral generic 
"Not only has God created the universe, his continuing 
creative activity provides for the welfare of persons." 
Spring/72, P• 6 
" • • • an<). the most marvelous of these creations was 
human beings." Spring/73, P• 6 
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Table 8 
Examples of Affirmation of Personhood, Teacher Book 
A. Non-stereotyping sex roles 
"Suggest that mothers and fathers read to their children." 
vlinter /67, P• 27 
11 
• • • and a large bath towel will stimulate young fathers 
an.d mothers to bathe the dolls." Summer /72, p. 61 
B. Use of neutra~ pronoun 
11Sa;y a personal good-by to each child and remind them to 
light the first Advent candleo" . Winter/67, p. 28 
c. Use of female pronoun 
"She/he knows the. carols we have been singing. We will 
.. · sing them again as she plays, 11 Winter /68, p. 43 
D~ Use of neutral words instF.ad of using male generic terms ' 
"God needs men and women frorn all walks of life in order to 
acco.'nplish his plans for the world. 11 Summer /69, p. 52 
11 A missionary is a man or woman who teaches people about 
God. • • • 11 Summer /69, p. 79 
. E. No segregation of activities by sex 
"Do not expect boys to take only the man's role. Small 
boys see •romen at their work more than they see men." 
Summer/70, P• 17 
"Gir-ls as well as boys should have an opportunity to 
build. 11 Winter/71, p. 59 
F, Family described in non-stereotyped way 
'1 1Families come to the church building--mothers, fathers, 
and children. Men and women who have no families come 
too.'" · Fall/70 1 p. 26 
" 1 Show these pages to the adults who care for you. 1 " 
Fall/70, p. 27 
"EXplain to parents or adults who care for the children 
what is being studied this month. 11 Winter/71, p. 69 
a. Girl shown using her mind 
Ml open-ended story was suggested for the teacher to use 
that involved a girl who found a kitten that she wanted 
to take home, She lived in an apartment and '·Tould have 
to decide \-That she could do with the kitten. Spring/71, p. 59 
He Children capable of decision making 
"Encourage children to make their own choices, but keep 
in mind the values of completing projects begun and 
·also of letting children experience a balance of different 
types of activity, ••• " Winter/71. P• 59 
I. Acceptance of bad feelings 
"God helps persons accept and deal with both pleasant and 




Examples of Non-affirmation of Personhood, Teacher Book 
A, The noun "teacher" modified by female pronoun 
"A teacher may start by asking two or three children 
to join her," Summer/69, p. 79 
B. Inanimate object modified by male pronoun 
A song about a child's shadow, 
the shadol-T was "him." 
c. Use of masculine generic 
'l'he pronoun for 
., · Summer/70, p~ 97 
"Discuss 0 as a teaching group, your understanding of 
the mind 1 s po-vrer.s as gifts to man nnd man's responsi-
bility for. developing and using these faculties." 
Spring/71, P• 57 
D~ V~le pronoun used to modify a noun 
"Before the artist painted this picture • he had to plan 
what he wanted to do •••• " Spring/71 1 P• 59 
"Here is a person, a child of God, 
like none other." 
'· 
He is unique and 
Summer/70, p. 24 
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Table 10 
Pupil Material Data by cycles 
.. 
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Working Outside Home 






.. · J.augl}ing/happy 
Senior Citizens 
Disabled, Invalid• Ill 
Instruction Example 
Not Fitting Above 
Child Care 
1-Parent Families 
Family of' 3 or l+ 











Working Outside Home 




Disabled, Invalid, Ill 
Senior Citizens 
Not Fitting Above 
F~nily of 3 or 4 
Family of 5 or More 











































































u M F u M 
0 15 4 0 9 
0 15 5 0 10 
0 0 0 0 0 
l 0 2 1 0 
11 16 2 5 10 
0 2 1 0 3 
l 3 0 1 2 
0 0 0 2 1 
0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 2 3 
0 0 1 0 0 
l l o. 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
_gz_ 25 23 1 21 




















M F u M 
87 44 32 76 
3 1 0 5 
36 22 23 11 
3 1 0 0 
15 0 l 5 
0 1 0 2 
26 14 2 ll 
12 5 0 9 
39 12 4 20 
2 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
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Teacher-Par.ent MateriaJ.s Data by Cycles 
"··"A 








Working Outside Home 








Disabledt Invalid, Ill 
Instruction Example 
Not Fitting Above 
Child Care 
1-Parent FamiHes 
Family or 3 or 4 










Working Outside Home 




Disabled 1 Invalid, Ill 
Senior Citizens 
Not Fitting Above 
Family of 3 or. 4 
Family of. 5 or More 
Male/Male Interactions 
Female/Female Interact. 
Female/Male Interact •. 
<2> I (3) (1) 







































































u M F u M 
0 3 1 0 5 
0 28 5 0 25 
0 1 0 0 0 
117 11 12 178 2 
33 8 0 22 6 
0 0 6 0 l 
l 0 l 4 l 
0 0 0 3 l 
l 2 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
7 0 0 5 0 
12 31 19 5 2 
23 I 25 47 7 24 





841 .... ......... 
u M F u M 
12 lll 64 19 67 
1 17 3 3 6 
6 18 7 14 12 
0 6 9 0 l 
0 3 1 0 3 
0 l 5 0 0 
1 37 27 l 16 
0 14 10 4 19 
4 70 25 17 21 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 l l 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 











































































Symbols: Moo-Male; F--Female; U--Uncertain. 
Table 12 
Occupations Shown in the Illustrations of Teacher and Pupil Books 
and the Nurrilier of Occurrences of Each 







































?~pil Material Data by Cycles Compared with 
1970 United States Census 
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Categories Cycle l Cycle 2 Cycle 3 I 
Census % # % S-L-H II % S-L-H II % S-L-H 
).llation by Sex 
ale 48.7 102 ,3.7 H . 126 50.8 H 92 55.8 H 
~male 51.3 64 33.7 L 67 27.0 L 53 32.1 L 
~certain -- 24 12.6 H 55 22.2 H 20 12.1 H 
1lation by Race 
lite 87-5 130 68.0 L 163 66.0 L 128 78.0 L 
"gro 11.1 1 1.0 L 4 2.0 L 7 4-.o r~ 
.· 
~her 1.4 59 31.0 H 81'•, 33.0 H 30 18.0 H 
!llation by Nt..e 
-64 - 90.1 190 100.0 H 247 99.6 H 164 99.4 H 
~ and over 9.8 0 0 L l 0.4 L 1 o.6 L 
.ing Force 
ue 48,1 ll 33.3 L 34 73.9 H 15 68.2 H 
male 51.9 10 30.3 L 5 10.9 L 3 13.6 L 
• 
certain -- 12 36.3 H 7 '15.2 H 4 '18.2 H 
~ · U, S. Women Working 53.0 10 15.6 L 5 7.5 L 3 5.7 L 
~bY: Size 
only 36.7 0 0 L 0 0 L 0 0 L 
f4 40,8 19 73.1 H 18 94.7 H 9 90.0 H 
and over 22.6 7 26.9 H l 5.3 L 1 10,0 L 
S,bo1s 
--'P"";rcentage 
#--Number of occurrences 
s--Same as census percentage 
L--Lower than census percentage 
H--Higher than census percentage 
.... :.'it. 
Table 14 








Working Outside Home 








Disabled• Invalid• Ill 
Instruction Example 
Not Fitting Above 
Child Care 
1-Parent Families 
Family of 3 or 4 








Working Outside Home 




Disabled, Invalid, Ill 
Senior Citizens 
Not Fitting Above 
Family of 3 or 4 
Family of 5 or More 
Male/Male Interactions 
Female/Female Interact. 
Female /Male Inter act • 
........ Q 
Tota.l Occurrences 











































0 0 3 0 0 0 
2 3 6 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 l 0 0 0 
5 7 0 0 0 0 
0 3 1 0 0 1 
4 1 8 0 0 0 
0 0 0; 0 0 0 








·M F u I M 
194 192 39 
23 23 2 
78 68 28 
5 14 0 
13 3 1 
4 22 0 
61 58 6 
18 16 1 
96 86 13 
4 2 0 
0 6 0 



















































Synlbols: H--Male; F--I•'emale; U--Uncertain. 
Table 15 
Examples of Affirmation of Personhood, Tru(e-Home Papers 
A. Father and son preparing a meal 
B. 
A dad asked his son: "Would 'fJ;,:u like to set the table 
while I start supper?" 7/22/73 
Women in non-stereotyped occupations 
'.,: ... • :. ~ .• ~:;,·~·:. -~l 
Workers. 
}{y' mother is a doctor; 
She helps you when you're sick. 
Jim's father is a fireman; 
He puts a fire out quick. 
Pat's father is a builder; 
He builds a house so fine. 
Ralph's mother is a policewoman; 
She's quite a friend of mine. 
Sue's father is a teacher; 
They like him. J.nts .. at .. P.chool. 
Paul's mother is a lifeguard; 
At our town swimming pool. 
No matter what their jobs are, 
They are alike thj.s way: 
Our parents are helping othersh4 When they're at work each day.· 
--Lois Anne Williams 
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Ernestine Calhoun (ed.) • .1'£2_J<::tnd,3fjartne_r: Qh_ur_c!fJ3...!:9E:~ 
~~!J.d_£r~rten Children..e July 1 1 1973 1Nashville: Graded Press 1 
1973), p. 2. Used by permission of the United Methodist Publishing 
House. 
.Table 16 
Examples of Non-affirmation of Personhood, Take-Home Papers 
--== 
A, Use of male generic term 
"We talked about truck drivers and men who run trains." 
11/26/72, p. 2 
B. Female child helps mother 
A daughter and mother were doing the cooking while the 
son watched. 7 /l/73, P• l 












VTorking Outside Home 










Not Fitting P~ove 
Child Care 
1-Parent Families 
Family of 3 or 4 









Working Outside Home 




Disab'led, Invalid, Ill 
Senior Citizens 
Not Fitting Above 
Family of 3 or 4 





Male Female Uncertain 
4 6 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 2 3 
6 1 8 
2 8 0 
3 2 l 
5 2 6 
0 2 l 
0 0 0 
l 0 5 
l 0 1 
1 2 l 
10 7 0 








Male Female Uncertain 
92 115 10 
25 24 3 
18 14 9 
l 4 1 
10 3 3 
0 5 0 
43 31 8 
10 7 0 
48 35 10 
3 0 2 
2 0 0 









Examples of Non-affirmation of Personhood, 
Preferred Audio-Visual Resources 
A. Use of male modifier 
A reference to "people" was qualified by 
"Children and men." 
B. Men working and women only in the home 
the words 1 
"We Can't Swim 
There No More at 
All" 
One of the filmstrips showed men in space, men· ra~s~ng 
crops. men doing all the work with machines, fathers 
being taught to raise chickens and mothers taught to 
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care for babies. "wno in the World" 
c. Activity suggestions male dominated 
'l'he Leader's Guide suggested representing different 
people--doctor, fireman, minister• father, and boy. 
"Hand Puppets" 
Chapter 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
A hazard in analyzing any curriculum is that by the time the 
research is completed, the materials are already out of date. This was 
···... . partially true with this study. The new curriculum series is to be 
published fall 1975. which could make this study limited in its useful-
ness. However, the new series basically will be a reorganization and 
revision of the c·11rriculum materials used the last ten years so the limi-
tation is not grea.t. Due to the constant revision process which is a 
part of the. United Methodist curricula. 0 any study of curriculum could 
always be said to be out of date. It is hoped that those responsible for 
the curriculum materials will not use this argument in evaluating 
research studies. 
The use of the stratified random sample process for this study 
was based on the theory that a small sample of a larger body of material 
can be representative of that larger body. This was true with one minor 
exception: The sample had a preponderance of December units • shown by 
the ?igh incidence of shepherds in the occupations list. 
Arranging the study data by years did not allow for show·ing 
possible differences in affirmation of personhood by individual authors. 
Not a.ll the materials vTere available for the study • which 
limited the completeness of the research. This was especially true of 
54 
··'' .. ·. 
the teaching packet materials for the earlier years of the study, and 
for the take-home papers for the first four a..l'ld one-half years. 
The preferred books for children and adults for each unit were 
not considered. 
There \Tere several limitations in the checklist instru.ment. It 
would have been much more valuable if more than one person had used it 
with the same curriculum, 
The checklists lacked some refinement. Deleting the categories 
of ~'Single Family 11 and "Couple Family" from the checklists and looking 
for them as a part of "Other: To Be Noted" was a limitation. When the 
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research vlas completed, no notation of either category had been made. On 
reflection that seemed accurate, but if the categories had been in the 
checklists ·che data vrould have been more definite. No consideration had 
been given to book titles and authors, so they were noted under "Not 
Fitting Above." 
Sane checklist categories overlapped, for exaro.ple, "Working 
Outside Home" and "Teachers.n To avoid duplication in data, occurrences 
of teachers were noted in "Teachers." 
A sub-category under "Sex terms," "noun--he • his, him 1 " and 
occupations or activities held by men overlapped. 'Ihis sub-category was 
used only when "he" was repeatedly used. To make the sub-categories 
under the section "Stylistic Characteristics" as parallel as possible, 
there should have been the sub-categories "pet--she" and "noun--she • 
hero" 
None of the above limitations was severe enough to be detrimental 
to the objectives of this study which point to areas that will constantly 
need monitoring if personhood is to be affirmed in curricula. 
.... .. : 
CONCLUSIONS 
The worth of persons and the dignity of the individual--the 
affirmation of persoru1ood--are central to Christian values. These 
Christian values and societal values are not always com.patable •. 
Christian educat:i.on reflects the values of our society • as does public 
education, Hmrever • Christian education is controlled by these societal 
values to a lesser extent than is public education. 
One of: the ways in which the Christian community supports its own 
values is through its curriculum. If Christianity does not consciously 
reflect its values in its curriculum, then the Christian community 
approves.·consciously or unconsciously• societal values. 
Educational materials are a very powerful part of the sociali-
zc.tional process. which gives people their values. Church educational 
nt'fl,terials are more powerful because of their nhalo effect 11 ... -the addi-
tional moral impact because of their religious context. 45 This fact 
needs to be remembered constantly as curriculum is evaluated. With the 
.. 
additional support of the "halo effect 11
11 any hidden curriculum is given 
sanction when it is a part of the Christian education curricula. 
Years (Pupil and Teacher-Parent) 
..... S$$"''5""' 
The 11Pupil Material Data by Years" {Table 1) did not show any 
clear changes or trends from year to year in the affirmation of person-
hood, Most of the checklist categories were predominately male. This 
was true of "Main Character •" "Bi"blical People •" "Working Outside Home," 
45niana Lee BeachD ~tereptypipK_~WChurcr_§~l 
~1rricula (Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press for Joint Educational Develop~ 
~i9'f2). Mimeographed, p. 1. 
·~' ' 
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"Working Inside Home," "People Alone," "People Active," "People Passive," 
"White," and "Negro." "Other" in the race categories was male dominated 
in years 2 and 4; male and female tied for year 5; male and uncertain 
tied for year 3; and female dominated years 1 and 6. 
Females dominated in the categories of "Teachers"" "Senior 
Citizens t" and "Disabled 0 Invalid, Ill." Year 1 showed more women than 
men "Working Outs ide Home" in the illustrations only t but the other five 
years showed more males again. 
The section dealing with emotions had little data, compared to 
the emotions that are a part 'or each person's daily life. Rather than 
brea~ing them down by sex, it seemed more important to comment that the 
general lack of otcurrences of emotion was non-affirmative. Year 1 had 
the most occurrences; year 5 • less occurrences; year 2, only one occur-
rence. There vl'as no pattern from year to year• but an overall pattern 
of insufficient emotion showed. There were no occurrences of "vraiting/ 
timid/shy." Males were shown to be from two to nine times more passive 
than females by occurrences in the data. This is contrary to what the 
usual image of men is felt to be • but was suspected to be reaJ.istic and 
affirmative of men. 
Although there were references to "l .. Parent Families" i.n years 
1 through 4 • "Child Care" was not tallied. Each of the six years had a 
higher occurrence of "Family of 3 or 4" than of "Family of' 5 or More." 
"Neutral Terms" was higher than "Sex Terms" for years 1, 2, and 3. In 
years )~ • 5, and 6 • "Sex Terms" was higher. '!'his ,.,as a change» but not a 
positive~, affirmative one. "Male/Male Interactions" was the hig~est in 
years 2e 3• and 4j "Female/Female Interactions" was highest in .years 1 
and 51 "Female/Male Interactions" was highest in year 6. 
··'' ··'. 
"Teacher-Parent Materials Data by Years" (Table 2) did not show 
any clear changes or trends from year to year in the affirmation of 
personhood. Checklist categories that were predominately male were 
"Main Character 1 " "Biblical People 1
11 "Great People," "Working Outside 
Homee" "White," ''Negro," "other," "People Alone," "People Passive," and 
"Senior Citizens," the last category in the illustrations only. 
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Female ... dominated categorie::1 "We·t-e'·,:'1Working Inside Home," "Senior 
Citizens" in the written material only, "Instruction Examples," and 
"Teachers" in illustrations only. "People Active" was female dominated in 
years 4 1 5, and 6 • but the total occurrence of males was higher than 
females. 
Uncertain was the highest in "Teachers" in the written material 
and in the section dealing with ernot:i'Ons-,. This was good in both 
instances, as it gave room for the people to be seen as women 1 not just 
as men. 
"Child Care" was not shown, and only year 5 had a "1-Parent 
Families" reference. "Family of 3 or 4" were shown years 1 1 2, 3 1 and 6 1 
and "Family of 5 or More" were shown years 2 and 4. "Family of 3 or 4" 
had more total occtU'rences than "Family of 5 or Here." 
"Neutral Terms" outnumbered "Sex Terms" by a large margin. 
"Female/Male· Interactions" was highest every year except year 4 when 
"Male/Hale Interactions" was highest. 
flcle:!, (Pupil and Teacher ... Parent) 
'l'he data had been organized by cycles as well as by years to see 
if any changes or trends could be seen between cycles that were not 
evident in a year-·t.o-yea.r analysis. 
-----
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In the "Pupil Material Data by Cycles" (Table 10), "Teachers" 
were more female than male in cycles 1 and 2 for the written material, 
but male was higher in cycle 2 for the illustrations. ·"Working Outside 
Home" showed male highest, with uncertain higher than female fo1· cycles 1 
and 2 in the written material. In the illustrations males dominated 
cycles 2 and 3 only. "Working Inside Home" was mixed, with male high~r 
g 
in cycles 2 and :3 of written materials, but illustrations for the same 
cycles had higher female occurrences. 
People sh~1ing emotions were higher male than female in all 
three cycles 1 but lower than uncertain in cycle 2. Active and passive 
· people were male over female almost t'\oro to one in all three cycles. 
"Senior Citizens" appeared only in cycles 2 and 3, but 11Disabled, 
Invalid~ Ill" appeared in all three cycies'·~< ····Female occurrences were 
higher than male, 
In the vritten material• families of all descriptions decre.e.sed. 
in number of occurrences from cycles l to 3. In the illustrations, 
"Family of 3 or 4" dominated all three cycles. 
In the race categories, male~ dominated all three cycles with the 
exception of "Other" where females dominated cycle 3 by- one occurrence. 
"Neutral Terms" were dominate in cycle 1 a "Sex Terms" in cy-cles 2 and 3. 
Interactions were tied in cycle 1. · 11 Male/I>iale Interactions" was highest 
in cycle 2 0 and "'F'emale/Male Interactions" was highest in cycle 3. 
"Teacher--Parent Materials Data by Cycles" (•.rable 11) pointed to 
some possible trends but not necessarily affirmative ones. "Main 
Character •" "Great People •" a.nd "Biblical People" continued to be male 
dominated. "Biblical People" showed a ratio of four to one in cycle 1, 




"Teachers" was highest in the uncertain division in all three 
cycles for the written material. Females were highest in the illustr&-
tions. In "Working Outside Home," uncertain was hlghest for the 'written 
material• but male was highest in cycles l and 2 for the illustrations. 
Female was highest in "Working Inside Home" for all written cyc:Les, but 
male dominated cycle l and uncertain dominated cycle 3 for illustrations. 
Categories for people showing various emotions were all highest 
in tmcertaine "People Active" was highest for females in cycles l and 3; 
males in cycle 2. "People Alone" was more male than female in all three 
cycles. "People Passive" was hj.ghest for males in cycles 1 and 2, a tie 
with female in cycle 3. 
"Disabled, Invalid, Ill" was dominated by uncertain in all three 
cycles for the '\'Tri tten material. "Senior Citizens 11 had no clear-cut 
pattern. 
In cycle 3 onzy were 111-Parent Families" mentioned~ "Family of 
3 or 4" was shown onl:y in cycle l of the vrritten material, with no larger 
families mentioned. In the illustrations~ "Family of 3 or 4" lncreased 
in cycle 3• while "Family of 5 or More" decreased in cycle 3. 
"White" males were highest in cycles l and 2, fema.les higher by 
two occurrences in cycle 3. "Negro" females were highest in cycle 1, 
but in cycles 2 and 3 males again dominated. "other" was highest for 
males i.n all three cycles • 
Tallies for "Instruction Examples" were high for males in 
cycles l and 2 • female high in cycle 3--a possible trend. "Neutral 
Terms" were higher than "Sex Terms" in all three cycles. "Female/Male 
Interactions" was highest in cycles l and 3, and "Male/Male Interactions" 




From the data above for years and cycles for both pupil and 
teacher-parent materials, it seemed apparent that males were predominant 
in almost everything that was done in the curricul\Dll, whether it was 
showing emotion, being passive, '.rorking in or out of the home, or being 
the story's main character. These images in the curriculum give very 
little help to girls in understanding the numerous roles and challenges 
that will be a part of their lives. 
~be lack of emotions showrl was not realistic, Hhen the emotions 
were looked at by sub-categories 8 especially those listed as "fearful-/ 
lonely •" "laughing/happy 1
11 and "waiting/timid/shy," they seemed to be 
under ... portrayecl. ·This 'Triter assumes that an objective of the curriculum 
is to portray the Christian message of love. This love needs to confront 
everydey emotions and deal with them or e1se children get a very limited 
view· of the emotional characteristics which constitute a person. 
Teachers, when not in the uncertain division, w·ere usually 
female. 'l'his was a reinforcement of the stereotype woman's job and not 
affirming of the many men that teach. 
Biblical characters ~ere usually male, This is in part due to 
the number of times the lessons included.references to Jesus. 
As mentioned earlier in the study, there were no occurrences of 
American Indians and only thirteen occurre·nces of identifiable races 
other than Negro or 'White. This was not a very affinnat:i.ve picture of 
the racial makeup of the United States. The "Other" race category 
included those identifiable by race such as Asians and Hispanics, but the 
majority ot this category was uncertain. This pointed to tokenism in the 
illuatrations---Bhading of Whites to :make them non-White. This kind of 
tokenism is. aJ.ao called homogenized race--various races illustrated so 
•·'' ..... 
that race distinction cannot be clearly identified, 
In terms of interactions, the majority shown were female/male, 
with male/male second. Female/female interactions were a small third. 
According to thin picture • women relate to women less than men do to men 
and much less than women relate ·to men. 
Confronted with a consistent picture of a four-member. family, 
made up of father, mother • and two children··;· pup'ils may very w·ell fea.r 
something is ·drastically wrong if their own family does not fit that 
model. The family image in the curriculum definitely catered to the 
societal ideal of foUl4 members· and not the reality that exists which 
includes larger families and one .. parent homes. Mothers were almost 
always shown with the children, especially small children, giving the 
image that mother is a.l't-rays :present "£'{5)!t·'h~r children, This is a myth 
of om·. society, not a reality. 
The story of October 24• 1971• was a very creative, affirmative 
example in the midst of all the non-affirming fsmily models in the 
curriculum. This story dealt with a family's loss of the father--
whether through death or divorce was_not clear--and could be used to 
discuss death• separation, or. divorce with children. 
The teacher materials had a good start in the written portions 
in referring-to the family in terms other than a group that consists of 
mother, father, and two children. 
'l'here were no illustrations of institutionalized persons, 
either mentally or physically disabled. Perhaps this was due to the 
age of the kindergartners. This raises the question of how long a child 
can be sheltered from the realities of life.. Many young children have 
grandparents or great-grandpa"t"ents ~rho a.re disabled and in some kind of 
0·. ·~ 
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an institutional type of care situation. 
The written material in the Pl>.pil Boo~ supported some deep. 
non-affirming stereotypes: certain colors are only for girls; women need 
to be taken care of~ girls are afraid and little when compared with boys; 
animals and pets are predominately modified by "he"; and child of God 
comes across as being boy of God. 
'lhe ~?!H:r BoS?.~ content always used "boys and girls" to :modify 
"children e" but when "child11 was used~ ''he" was the m.:)di fi er. The word 
"teacher" was always modified by "she" or "her." Instructions were good 
overall about not giving girlr:> and boys certain jobs because of their 
sex. The unit that dealt with minds showed how easily men are referred 
to when thinking powers are involved. 
There ·vTas no consistency in use of non-masculine generics--in 
one instance they 'tvera used, in the next they were not. Use of the 
masculine generic was objectionable • as the literal world of the 
kindergartner does not forma. mental picture (from such generics} that 
includes females. Wcmen. were almost always the ones relati.ng to the 
babies--a child whose sex could not be determined. 
A look at the list of "Occupations Shown in the Illustrations of 
Teacher and Pupil Books and the Number of Occurrences of Each" (Table 12) 
showed that occupation models were not vel~ affirmative. In the Teacher 
.-..a-~"*'"' 
Book there were four occupations shown for men, only one for women. The -
number of occurrences of females in that one occupation outnumbered the 
times males were shown at jobs, but the female occupation was a tradi-
tional teacher. 
In the ~~l ~nineteen occupations were shown for males, six 
for females •. Of those nineteen, two could be deleted as they were Christ 
.. ... ·:' 
shown in a teacher or minister role separately from others in the same 
occupations. That still left seventeen male occupations to six female, 
with all six of the female jobs the traditional type: cook, housewife, 
nurse, secretary, teacher, and sweeper (a Biblical woman) •. 
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Not only were the options for women's occupations very limited; 
all of the occupations illustrated were reflective of only a very narrow 
part of society. There were no industrial-factory type '1-rorkers 0 miUtary 
employees• corporation-business peoples or scientists. 
Girls learn from the limited occupational models that they need · 
not expect too much of thems~lves as most of the world's work is done by 
men. In today's world this is not true and is a non-affirming picture 
of the working force. The kindergarten curriculum was limited not on~ 
in job models for females; it was limited in models for occupational 
possibilities per se. 
Comparison of the data from the pupil materials by cycles with 
the 1970 United States Census (Table 13) reinforced the non-affirmative 
picture of life the curr~culum portrayed. 
Men a.re 48.7 percent of the population, and every one of the 
pupil cycles showed over 50 percent of the population to be male. As a 
result • female portrayal was lower than reality in all three cycles. The 
number in the uncertain division could account for some of the imbalance • 
but even if these percentages were added to the female, the balance would 
not be restored. 
In the race categories, the White population of the United States 
is 87.5 percent. All three cycles were low in percentage of Whites 
shown 1 but proportionately were ~ lower in terms of Negroes shown. 
Negroes are 11.1 percent of the population but never got over 4 percent 
... " 
in any of the cycles. At least there was a definite trend of improve-
ment in the portrayal of the Negro race from cycle 1 to cycle 3. The 
"other" category is 1.4 of the population, and each of the cycles had a 
much higher figure for this area. This was accounted for by the 
numerous occurrences of people, the race of which was not clear. This 
pointed to the tokenism of the curriculum--an attempt to make the 
curriculum more representative of other races.by adding color to human 
figures that were White in physical characteristics. A word could be 
said. about this kind of technique being used to stimulate children's 
creativity; but at this point in history, races need to be clearly 
identified rather than having such identification left to minds which may 
not have had much exposure to various races. 
Popula.tion by age divisions shovred how the curricu.lum supported 
our culture's non-affirmative orientation to youth. People 65 and ove:r. 
are 9,8 percent of the populatlon, yet the highest percentage in the 
curriculum was 0,6 in cycle 3• 
The vrorking forc.e was an area where the curriculum was perhaps 
the farthest from affirming personhood. Because of the uncertain 
division• the figures were not as clear-cut as desired. Females make up 
the majority of the working force: 51.9 percent. In cycle 1, if the 
uncertains were added to the females, female would come out high; if 
split between male and female • female would come out low. For cycles 2 
and 3, even w·i th the combining of female and uncertain divisions, the 
closeness to reality dwindled even more. Females did not come near the 
correct percentage. When the women in the curriculum were compared. with 
the number of women in the curriculwn shown working, the picture was even 
less realistic. Women who work a.re 53 percent of all women in the 
United States, yet the curriculum figure showed only 15,6 percent. 
Comparing family size as it is in the population of the United 
States to the pupil curriculum w·as another case of non-affirmation, 
The couple-only families are 36,7 percent of the population, yet \orere 
not reflected in the data at all except for several references in 
teacher instructions that some families are without children. Families 
of three or four members are 40.8 percent of the population, but the 
three cycles showed these families in the 70 and 90 percents. Families 
of five or more members are 22.6 of the population. Cycle 1 was higher 
than this • but cycles 2 and 3 were far below •. , It seemed that the 
curriculum generally reinforced the traditional idea of a family as a 
mother, fathert and one or two children. A majority cf the population 
falls within this category, However, the majority is not as great as 
that shown in the curriculum. 
;take-Home .. .E..ai'~ 
The "Take-Home Paper 'Dat1a" ('l'able 14) was data from the pupil 
sections of the papers unless. otherwise stated. A study of the table 
will reveal the following points: 
1. Hales dominated the categories of "Main Character," 
"Biblical People," "Working OUtside Home," "Whites," "Other," "People 
Active," "People Passive," and "People Al~ne." 
' 
2. Females dominated the categories of "Teacher," "Working 
Inside Home," and "Senior Citizens," 
3. 'lbe uncertains and males were tied in "Disabled, Invalid, 
Ill." 
· 4. "Negro" males and females were tied, 
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5. Uncertains '\>Tere highest in peoplets emotions except 
laughing • where female was highest. 
6~ "Child Care" did not occur, but two instances of 111-Pa:rent 
Family" did, 
7 f "Family of 3 or lt" outmlillbered "Family of 5 or More" by more 
than five to one. 
8. "Neutral Terms" were higher than "Sex Ter:m.s." 
9. "Female/Male Interactions 11 came out the highest in number • 
··'' .. : . with-"Male/Male Interactions" second. 
10. The parent sections had one instance of an uncertRin "Senior 
Citizen •" and "Sex Terms" were higher than "Neutral Tonns. 11 
11 ~ The poem 1 "Workers," in one take-home paper was an out-
standing o.:f.':t'i:rmation of' women and their occupational potential. Perhaps 
this poem po:i.ni;s the vray to a change in curriculum writing. 
A study of the "Preferred Audio-Visual Resources Data11 
(Table 17) shows: 
1. The category~ "Main Character •" was female dominated. 
2~ No Biblical or great people were shown. 
3. "Teachers" were more female than male • but not as glaringly 
as in other parts of the study. 
4. "Working Inside Home" was female dominated by six to one 
over male occurrenc.es. 
5. "Working Outside Home" was male dominated by a ratio of' four 
to one, 
6. Uncertains were highest in people showing emotions. 
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7. "Disabled, Invalid, Ill," "Senior Citizens," "People 
Active," "People Alone," and "People Passive" vrere all male dominated, 
B~ Females were the highest in the "White" category. 
9. Male and female were one short of being tied in "Negro." 
10. Males had a slightly higher number than females in "other. 11 
11. The ~instance of "Child Care" in this study vras in the 
audio-visuals. 
12. The only families sho\m were three or four in munber. 
13. "Sex Terms" dominated "Neutral Terms." 
l4e 11Female/l'-1ale Interact:i.oris" were the highest, with "Female/ 
Female Interactions" second. 
15. "Not Fitting Above" was personified animals in these data. 
Female was the highest by far 1 with male second. This seemed to be 
r~flective of grammar usage vrhich indicates that large animals axe "he, 11 
small animals and inanimate objects "she. n46 
The use of male voices on records for singing and narra·tion was 
highest-~over female, children and female• or male-female duets. In the 
I 
scripts, there was a tendency to have men doing and being everything 
while the women cared for the children. 
When the authors of the six years of kindergarten curriculum 
were tallied., the majority of the units were authored or co·-authored by 
women. Considering these women are vrriting curriculum that has very 
few working women in it shows how deeply ingrained the woman-in-the-home 
-----------------
46Mary Ritchie Key P "Male & Female in Children's Books--Dis-
pelling All Doubts," :I'he A~.rJ.~S.n;!L.lea9£1er_, February, 1972, cited by 
Marjorie S·tern, ed., ~n in Ed!;t.£.U.l.i?n: ,_£.h~J:~.~X~,Et, Prn.c .. 1fiS£S in 
the· Classroom (. Vlashington, D.C.: American Federation of •reachers 1 1973), ·*' <~· 
:P• 57. 
~------- ----
image is t Women will reflect that image even vrhen they themselves live 
differently. 
Overall there seemed to be no discernable changes from year to 
year or from cycle to cycle • Trends vrere not noticeable either, except 
in the one or two instances cited above. 
RECOl,:IMENDATIONS 
In conclusion, this researcher feels that the United Methodist 
kindergarten curriculum is lacking in affirmation of personhood. Recom-
· .. 
mendations for changes in the curriculum so that it more explicitly 
affirms personhood follow. 
1. Increase references to everyd~ emotions--negative and 
positive ...... t,hroughout the curriculum, rather than focusing on emotions 
·only in e. particular chapter. 
2. Refer to a profession without "woman" in front of it: She 
is a doctor. If possible, make references to the profession held by the 
woman with the use of feminine pronouns: The doctor walked into the 
office and put her bag downe 
3. Be a'\>Tare of acceptable language usage changes to affirm 
persons and incorporate such "new" language in the curriculum. Such a 
change is foreseen in the use of the plural pronoun after the singular 
noun: Say hello to each child and show them where to hang their coats. 
4. Construct sentences so no pronouns are necessary: Welcome 
each child and give help in taking off coats as needed. 
5. Make pronouns referring to tnsects and animals feminine as 
well as masculine. 
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6. Use non-masculine generic terms, If there seems now~ 
around masculine terms, then explain their use, Examples of non-
masculine generic use are: farming couple, humankind, repairperaon or 
repairpeople, and gifts to all people, 
7. Be sensitive to exegesis '\-Thich continues to be done in the 
area of "God" and "mani' and make changes accordingly, 
8. 
,' \, ·. -~-. ·: \; ·.! J •• '\ .... ,.: ••• :·:~~)j,.. 
Depict a wide varie'ty··or rn6dels fcir family life including 
one-parent homes, couple-only temiliese large families, divorced parents, 
~ ·'' . : . extended families, working mothers, single adults, and child care. 
9. Portray more older people, with varied interests, jobs, 
activities• and roles. 
10, Show older people who live independently from their 
:t:hi.ldren. · ...... . 
11. Portray '\oromen who live independently from men. 
12. Show females who do things and go places by themselves. 
13. ShO'\oT people of all ages who are institutionalized because of 
mental or physical disabilities, 
I 
14. Show that parents have lives of their 0'\oTn to live and that 
love is expressed to their children in other ways besides performing 
, services. 
15. Make children aware that they have relatives, neighbors, 
other adults t and older children to whom they can turn as well as to 
their parents. 
16.. Show both men and women cooking, cleaning, doing household 
repairs t doing laundry, washing the car, and caring for children. 
17 • Show both women and men making decisions, participating in 
sports. working in factories and offices. practicing medicine and law, 
.. .. : ' 
serving on boards of directors, and making scientific discoveries. 
18. Show more men as teachers , esp,ecially with younger age 
children. 
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19. Show women in a wider range of responsibilities within the· 
church structure and community activities. 
20. Be sure sexist assumptions are removed from teacher 
materials. If they are, teacher material could read: Hammers are good 
eye-hand coordinators, For a child~ hi t·t.ing the nail instead of a thumb 
is.a·triumph. Or 1 Some children will enjoy liShter reading materials • 
21. When visitors aPe invited to the class, invite women to talk 
about carpentry and science experiments; men to talk about music, art • 
and stitchery. 
22. Use more femal<~ voices in narra·~ion of record stories and 
fi~nstrip scripts. 
23~ Have more pictures of females relating to females. 
24. Make clearly apparent the race of an individual. 
25. Include more illustrations of non-White people so curriculum 
is more representative of the world. 
26. Use more photographs as illustrations until such time as 
artists can be found to adequately illustrate different races. 
27. Use ethnic artists to do the illustrations representing 
non-Whites. 
28. Have stories about great women in church history in the 
curriculum. 
29. Portray women who are current heroines and leaders. 
30. Nnphasize the uniqueness of Jesus' interaction with women 
in contrast to the culture of his day. 
-----------
.. ·~: ., 
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31. Include Old Testament,women in Bible units to give a true 
picture of women's contribution to Judea-Christian heritage. Some of 
these are Sarah, Deborah, Puah and Shiphrah, Jochabed, the sisters 
Mahlah, Noah, Hoglah • Milcah, and Tizah, Jephtha.l-I 1 s daughter, Jehosheba, 
Achsah, Noadiah• Sheerahe Jael, Queen of Sheba, Hannah, Abigail, Miriam, 
Zipporah e Huldah. 
32. Show New Tes·~a..r:lent women in all their diversity and 
strength, focusing on Elizabeth• Mary of Magdala (not to be confused with 
. the sinful woman) 5 Mary and Martha of Bethany, Pilate's wife, Joanna, 
Anna. Phoebe t Prisca (Priscilla), Chloe, Eunice, Rhoda, Dorcas, ~·dia, 
and on Jesus 1 use of women in his parables. 
33. Direct teacher 1 s direction of activities so children will 
not resort to stereotype activities (as has been shown they "ivill do when 
not specifically guided si.nce patterns are so strong). 
34. Do not separate boys and girls :f'or any learning, helping, or 
play activities. Offer girls as many activities as boys and be sure they. 
are both active and quiet. Be sure toys for both girls and boys run the 
gamu·t from complex, active, and social to simple 5 passive, and solitary. 
35. Show boys free to show emotion of all kinds, just as girls 
do. Boys need to show more fear• grief, and sadness; girls more anger 
and laughter. 
36. Show fathers and daughters doing things together as well as 
mothers and sons. 
37. Portray sisters as older than brothers and girls as taller 
than boys as they are at some ages. 
38. Base expectations on individual differences rather than on 
sex when telling stories. 
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39. Develop more parent material to emphasize the parental role 
in children's nurture. Direct more emphasis to the use of these 
materials so parents can be equally involved in the teaching-learning 
process. 
40. Pu.t developmental stages of growth in Teacher Books where 
........ - Wte._ 
'they ,.,.ould be more likely to be used than in the Planbooks. 
~~
4li Have both developmental stages of grmvth and the "Desired 
Religious Outcomes" in parent materials that are taken home so parents 
can be partners in the learning process. 
·, 
42, Implement the present "Guidelines for Deaiing with Sex 
Roles'·' (see pa.ge 24). 
43. Establish more guidelines for affirmati.on of' personhood that 
go beyond the :present ones which deal mainly with sex sterec.)typing. 
44. Look at all the curricula of the United Hethodist Church, 
starting with the nursery, to see what hidden curriculums they support. 
45. Have more workshops for writers and editors to sensitize 
them to hidden curriculum and non-affirmation of personhood. 
46. Emphasize models for persml affirmation in teacher training. 
Availability of curriculum affirming personhood is not enough;' people 
must learn to act differently. Laboratory schools would be especially 
good for having the experiences of being shown and participating in 
alte1·natives to sexist education. 
47. Develop tools to help teachers examine themselves in the 
area of personhood affirmation. Tools for both ~ndividual and corporate 
use would be valuable, as teachers CE.lnnot help pupils or parents tmder ... " 
stand the issues of affirmation until they have examined their own 
feelings in this area. 
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48. Point out areas of.' curriculum that could easily be subject 
to the hidden curriculum becoming the curricull.un, helping both teachers -
and parents to avoid reinforcing non-affirmation, 
49. Have enrichment articles for teachers and parents to help 
them raise their consciousness of.' affirmation and to show ways they can 
counteract stereotypes, 
50. Train interpretive staff to do mini-sessions on sensitizing 
people to hem unconscious and deeply persistent non-affirmation of.' 
personhood and hidden curricula are, 
51. Develop a packet on the many alternatives of aging. 
52. Develop resources on American Indians 9 Hispanics, and Asians 
such as the Black History unit. which was done several years ago, 
53. Make a k.tt on i-Tamen as an elective unit vrhich could be used 
at·.,all levels as supplementary material until a balance is found in the 
curricula .• 
The United Hethodist kindergarten curriculum needs to continue 
to expand its celebration of.' the variety of life, seeing that all ~eople 
are accepted for who they a.~e, and vrhat they are free to become. 
Continued use of curriculum materials that are inadequate in 
portraying the sexes • age and race groups, or the roles of.' any of these 
threee is to contribute to the unconscious deh\.Ullanization of people. 
This dehumanization is counter-productive to the objective of Christian 
education •. the affirmation of personhOod, and the Christ-like life, 
CUrriculum writers need to be aware that unconscious use of dehumanizing 
material is just as destructive to personality as conscious use, 
The United Methodist Church has traditionally realized a 
responsibiJ.i ty to be a soc:lal witness, Yet this study shows the 
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kindergarten curriculum material fails to affirm personhood in the way 
in '\-Thich it might. A restorat1.on of af:t'irmation :l.n curriculum materials 
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Curriculum resources produced by The United Methodist. 
Church are developed according to a process that provides 
careful control and precise attention to the needs of the 
audience for each curriculum item. The following is the 
process used in developing some of the units for a new 
Bible study series for aduits; similar processes are used or 
planned for other series: 
1. The Program-Curriculum Committee, responsible to the 
Board of Discipleship of The United Methodist Church and 
consisting of local church pastors and laymen, Christian 
educators, and Board of Discipleshio staff personnel, be-
comes aware of a need for a particular curriculum unit for a 
particular audience. 
2. A detailed description of that unit is written, then revised 
and approved by the Program-curriculum Committee and by 
·the General Board of Discipleship. 
_3_ Fieid researcr• is conducted into the nature of the audience 
ior the curriculum unit and into the usefulness of planning 
ideas for the series. This research often includes gathering 
information from several thousand United Methodist laymen. 
4_ Editors_ who are Christian educators, examine research 
findings, evaluate the findings, and sharpen their under-
13 14 
15 
5. A writer is selected. Usually writers are selected according 
to three criteria: (1) Can this person communicate the 
Christian faith in a way that will provide an educational 
experience for the intended audience? (2) Is this person 
thoroughly knowledgeable in the particular field about which 
he/she is to write? (3) Is this person willing to write 
according to the unit description and the educational 
position of The United Methodist Church as outlined in 
Foundations of Christian Teaching in United Methodist 
Churches? 
6. The writer and the editorial team meet for several days to 
discuss in detail the unit description, the audience, the results 
of initial research, and the general direction of the curriculum 
unit. 
7. The writer submits an outline of the unit. 
8. The editorial team carefully evaluates the outline, com-
pares it closely with the unit description, and returns it to the 
writer for revision_ as necessary. 
9. The writer submits a first draft of a lesson or chapter in 
the curriculum unit. 
10. The editorial team examines this first draft, checks it for 
structure, readability, co:nent, educational usefulness, and 
many .other factors, then returns it with comments to the 
writer. 
,,. standing of the curriculum unit as described. . . 
1
!, 4 7 Board of Disci uleshi p of ·: 11. The writer submits a first draft of the ent1re unit. 
IIi I t!J.e Unite~ Yethodist Chu;ch t ~ 12. This first draft is test-taught in se.lected United Methodist 
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13. The first draft is returr.ed to the writer for revisions based 
on the results of the test teaching_ Often t'1e writer comes 
back to discuss the unit again with the editorial team. 
14. The writer submits a final draft. If this draft is accept-
able, he receives an honorarium_ 
15. The editorial team examines the final draft and edits it 
carefully, using the unit description as a guide and consid-
ering all the comments about curriculum resources passed on 
to the editors by local church laymen and pastors_ 
16. The manuscript goes through about six to nine months of 
production steps, including picture selection, layout design, 
typesetting, various proof stages, and final printing_ 
17. Through its regular channels of information, Cokesbury. 
thP. retail sales division of The United Methodist Publishing 
House, informs the church of the new curriculum unit and 
makes the unit available through the Cokesbury mad order 
blank, Regional Service Centers, ar.d the Cokesbury retail 
stores. 
18. Pastors, teachers, and laymen in local churches report on 
their use of the new unit. Some write letters. others 
telephone, still others talk with Board of Discipleship staff 
members at various meetings arour.d the country_ This 
feedback from the local church is eagerly sought by the 
Board of Discipleship, for it is vital to the development of 
United Methodist Curriculum resources. 
iii! Pss•ar $P~he Q11lr''r s ... cno.Q1~Cur- cqurr;bP.S a;;rQ,S<_the countrv. United MethOdiSt laymen 
;.; .;; . .. .. , '"" II r WIW&IMIWIMI 
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choose. Both are to follow the guidelines contained in Foundations of 
Christian Teaching in United Methodist Churches. 
Two more points could be made about the theological position of 
United Methodist materials: 
a. United Methodist curriculum materials not only reflect a strong 
adherence to a basic faith in God through Christ and the living of a 
genuine Christian life, but also tolerance for a diversity of theological 
opinion. In his sermon on "The Character of a Methodist" John Wes-
ley said, "We believe Christ to be the eternal, supreme God, ... but 
as to ali opinions which do not strike at the root of Christianity, we 
think and iet think." 
United Methodist curriculum resources do not present a single dog-
matic, absolute set of theological positions. Rather, our curriculum 
materials reflect the mainstream of United Methodist beliefs and thus 
reflect a variety of positions on theological issues. United Methodist 
materials are designed and developed to foster a spirit of acceptance 
and openness toward various positions within the mainstream of 
Christian beliefs and toward persons who hold those positions. 
Indeed, Part II of The Book of Discipline contains this statement in 
a discussion of "Doctrine and Doctrinal Statements and The General 
Rules:"" ... our awareness of the transcendent mystery of divine truth 
allows us in good conscience to acknowledge the positive virtues of 
doctrinal pluralism even within the same community of believers, not 
merely because such an attitude is realistic." 
b. Does this mean that a writer can put any idea he chooses into 
our curriculum materials? Of course not! Relying on the works of 
john Wesley, the Theological Study Commission on Doctrine and 
Doctrinal Standards of the General Conference has suggested limits 
of theological positions, and these suggestions guide curriculum 
writers and editors today. The Commission reported that, "Any insight, 
therefore, that is a 
Disclosure from Scripture, 
Illumined by tradition, 
Realized in experience, and 
Confirmed by reason 
is as-fully authoritative as men may hope for in this life."* 
This fourfold guide helps writers and editors determine the appro-
priateness of ideas contained in our ctirricuium materials. 
4. Do these curriculum resources speak to the specific needs and 
concerns of the persons who will be using them? 
Our Christian faith is an integral part of all our living; it is not some-
thing "tacked on" or simply one dimension of our lives among many 
dimensions. Consequently,the curriculum resources used for Christian 
· • An Interim Report to the General Conference, The Theological Study Commission 
on Doctrine and Doctrinal Standards, p. 8. 
I' ____j]l_ _____ ]~_j ___ :ILil~_____c:____ '--~ 
consistently lead persons toward these goals? Do you want the cur-
riculum resources used in your church school to be consciously and 
consistently designed to bring about this objective? 
2. Are these curriculum resources biblical? 
The Holy Scriptures are the basis of all Christian education. To quote. 
again from Foundations of Christian Teaching in United Methodist 
Churches, " ... Christian insight begins with man's knowledge of the 
Bible informed and illuminated by The Holy Spirit." (p. 29) In other 
vvords, if curriculum resources are to be effective, if they are to be 
tools that help persons grow in the Christian faith, then those re-
sources must be based on the Bible at every point. 
Now this does not mean that curriculum resources must be only 
studies of or about the Bible. Rather, it means that every theme con-
sidered in curriculum materials must be related to biblical insights and 
must be grounded in the Holy Scriptures. Thus conflicts in society 
can be appropriately examined in curriculum materials if they are 
examined from a biblical perspective. Relationships between persons 
are a proper subject for curriculum resources if considered in the light 
of what the Bible says about relationships. The biblical stance of 
United Methodist curriculum materials is: " ... the Bible is not one 
concern among many; it is the ground and guide of all concerns, and 
permeates in various ways the entire enterprise of Christian educa-
tion." (Foundations of Christian Teaching in United Methodist 
Churches, p. 29) 
3. Do these curriculum resources reflect the United Methodist tradi-
tion and position? 
All curriculum resou;ces reflect theological positions. By their 
nature, as materials for Christian education, they present theological 
views. And simply because of this, all curriculum resources used !n 
your church school should be developed under the same set of theo-
logical guidelines and premises. 
To return to our eariier example, only confusion would result if 
persons in one church school class studied materials that dogmatically 
asserted a certain theological position while persons in the next class-
room studied materials that just as absolutely affirmed the opposite 
point of view. This can happen when a church school uses curriculum 
materials resources drawn from a varietv of sources. 
For United Methodists, Foundations ~f Christian Teaching in United 
Methodist Churches sets forth the guidelines for the theological posi-
tion of our curriculum resources. Every curriculum developer, every 
writer, every editor, and every administrator in the General Board of 
Discipleship is urged to keep this document at hand when working on 
curriculum materials. Writers are not free to write anything they 
choose; editors are not free to include in resources anything they 
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Appendix C 
Original Checklist, Part I 
. ·- -·4:::::.:::;;.:::_::_;::,::====· =-=·;,:::::-:::-::,-:::::::"' "=· ==-=-==~=------~-·~~"' -oQ ~-  ... _ ... _....,., -- - -- =-7 
Illustrations Written 
Male Female Male Female 
_,_,....,_...,.,.....,.,..,,...,.,._,.,_ ______ "OliiiJI_o_-. ____ & ____ ..., _____ .. _,..,.,,..,., ... _,__,.._ _ _,"""'""""''m""'-~----"""""" __ ,.___ _ 
Appearance of older people 
Peop~e as teachers 
People shmm alone 
Caucasians shown 
Non-caucasians shown 
People giving help, care 
People shown as lead~rs 
participar1ts 
People shown irr active play 
People receiving help, care 
People shown as spectators 
supporters 
People shown in quiet play 
Stories main characters 
Stories of great people 
Biblical characters 
People doing housework 
Parents working outside the home 
People shown as disabled, invalid, sick 






Illustra.tions not fitting above categories 
-----------------------~-------------------------------------·--
~ ... .,..,.. 
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Appendix D 
Original Checklist. Part II 
====-:::'-:::;·::· ..=-=-==-====-=-=1!' ..:. =· ::-:::::. -.:-:::-:::"-==·=-====-=-=· -::~------::.::-
Total. Times Shown 
wwuw ww~-~-=-------------·---------------------------------------------
Appearances of one-parent families 
couple families 
families of four 
over four-member famil:i.es 
being slngle shown 
Child care shown 
gra.ndparen·t · 
babysitter in. home 
day /nursery care 












man of God 
mankind 
child of God 
humankind 
daughter of God 
'\ITomankind 
person of G<>d 
people of God 
Appendix E 
Checklist for \vritten Material 
Story's Main Character 
Biblical Characters Portrayed 
Great People Portrayed 
People as Teachers 
People HorJdng Outside the Home 







People Disabled 5 Invalid• or Ill 
People Used in Instruction Examples 
People Not Fitting .Above Ca.tegories 
Child Care in the Story 
1-Parent Families 
3- or 4-}wmber Families 
5- or More Member Families 
Styl:i.stic Characteristics 
Sex terms 
man/men ·of God 
mankind 
animals--he, his, him 
noun--he, his, him 
girls do this/boys do this 
child--he 
Neutral terms 
child/people of God 
humankind/ht~anity 
animals--it 
noun--one, it, he/she 
children/boys and girls 
child--he/ she 




--;-----------=-- --- : - --
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Appendix F 




American Indians Shown 
other Identifiable Races Shown 
Uncertain as to Race Shown 
People as Teachers 
People \vorking Outside .the Home 
.·· .. : ... People Working Inside the Home 
People Active 
active act.i vi ty 
giving help, care 
leaders 
participa.nts 
People Shown Alone 
People Passive 
quiet activity 
receiving help, care 
followers» supporters 
spectators 
People Disabled, Invalid~ or Ill 
Senior Citizens 
Illustrations Not Fitting Above Categories 
3- or 4-Member Families 




















·A. PRIMARY SOURCES 
1. Planbooks ---
Floydt Pat (ed, for General Board of Education, UHC), Planbook for 
k:.n~e£~ •.. £f-Sb.Ll.<k!.n, 19,6] :,.9.§.• Nashville: Graded. Pi·es"'fi~· "i%7. 
__ .,.,.,.,_, and LeoN. Kisrmv (eds, for General Board· of F..ducation, UMC), 
J:.1~B1?2 .. '2Ji .• J2,.62-IO .f2ue,a~;:E, of Chil,dr~e£1 in the ~L~ 
Church. Nashville: Graded Press, 1969. --
Kisrovr, LeoN, (ed, for General Board of Educs.tion, UMC). Planbook for 
Leaders of Children in the United M;=thodist Church, 197F.,:ri: ·--
~Tra.d.ed-i-;ress ,"u 1970. 
Pope • :Mary F'. ( ed. f'or General Board of Education, UMC) • Planbook 
J-,2,1g;: .. 'Lll~~ of C11jJj£.2Jl in U!_e Unlj!t,d.J1!2,.i!_hod~[.~· 
Nashville: Graded Press, 1972. 
Unless otherwise noted, the authors were responsible for the 
total unit consisting of the above three items. 
Back • Margaret and Lyle. God 1 s World--1~ World. . _,...., _____ ·-· .. Graded Nashville: 
Press, 19'72. 
Clinger, Pat. All About M~u• Nashville: Graded Press, 1971. 
• All About Mew PuEi_l Book and Teaph_er~· Nashville: 
-aroaed~ 
French s Jane. pod's Pt~vos.e ... ;ror Me. Nashville: Graded Press, 1970. 
·- ·-~ ~ s Purpose for_ ~1e,- Nashville: Graded Press s 19'(2,, 
Lindecker, Hayne. and Ruth. §.!9r,i,E;E A_pout J~us 1 P_2pi1 Bo.£.~.· Nashville: 
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